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THE PROCESS OF PROGRESS

There

"

no death.

What seems

" 'Tis better to

have loved and
Than never to have loved at

"

Loving

so

is

transition."

— Longfellow.

lost,

Tennyson.

all."

friend be wise, and dry straightway every

weeping

Ed-win Arnold.

eye."

When Christ was
" there

more proper than

Let not your heart be troubled;
Neither be ye afraid." Jesus.
is

followed

him

when he was led to the cross,
company of people and of women,

about to die,
a great

which bewailed and bemoaned him. But Jesus said: Daughters
of Jerusalem
-.reef not for me (who am going to die) but weep for
yourselves and for your children" (who are going to live). Luke
!

—

27, 28.

xxiii.

Who

Who

comes there?

walks there slowly, so

slowly; bleak, black, dreadful; white, pale, dark?
he approaches from afar. * * * Is it he, whom man

with awe looks upon;

whom we

all

dread, shrink

from; is it he? Is it Death? coming nearer, ever
nearer us. Where does he come from? Comes he

told in

skies, from heaven?
Or has he, as we are
abode in hell? Is it Satan's messenger, as
Holy Writ or is it a relief sent to us from

God?

Is

from the
told, his

—

death a punish incut lor uncommitted, inherited sin; or is it a redeemer from this life's toils, woes,
strifes and troubles?
Is it a ship sent by a heavenly

King to carry us across that shoreless ocean, which
no living being (save three?) yet crossed alive; or is
it

an opium-vessel, bringing us eternal sleep, eternal

peace?

rest, eternal

terial to
terials,

Is

the passage from the

it

the spiritual, or

is it

Briefly,

are dead, or shall

ma-

only a changing of ma-

or rather, the same material,

another form ?

only assuming

— are we going to live after

we then cease
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But, this being at
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7ce

to live, forever?

that

it
Who can tell
any of those questions to the entire satisfaction of all
mankind, regardless of beliefs, creeds, superstitions
or religions
Who will, who can do it? Nobody!
—no one can boast of any knowledge respecting this

us with one glance into

!

matter.

!

or explain

opinion, then, what

should stop right here and

—

and that change made the "I" of yesand now I am not the I
never will be that again.
more,
and
any
of yesterday
people call growth.
mystery
now.
This
changed
I am
skilled eye;

terday entirely disappear,

I

call

it

— the process of progress.

we do not perceive the growing of a perwe do notice it always at longer
intervals, when the person becomes so entirely
changed, that we cannot help noticing it. We notice
it when the babe becomes a little boy or girl; when
I

said

the child

!

cts.

judgment," for hell, Satan, devil or Beelzebub. And
with no fear in their hearts, no tear in their eyes, but
also without any false hopes, without any delusions of
paradise, of " golden cities," of " happy hunting
grounds" or any other myths, they will expect that
great change, called death, or, as I styled it at the
head of this article,
THE PROCESS OF PROGRESS.
Now in the last lines my confession is made, exWe do by no means at that
plicitly, unequivocally.
moment when people say we are dead and dig a
grave to put our remains in, die then for the first time
*
*
*
Neither do we then die for the
in our life.
last time. With our birth our death begins also. When
we say, we had lived a day, we might as well say, we
had died that day, not merely indirectly, because we
have come one day nearer death, but also directly.
We can never live that day again, never! A change
took place in our nature, in our form, though it be a
very subtle change, unperceivable to our coarse, un-

sparkle of light into that eternal darkness, to favor

!

my

Single Copies, 15

off all shackles of superstition, all fright for a " future

this insolvable problem,
impenetrable darkness. Who will lift the thick
veil, and permit us a glimpse, one passing glimpse,
into those mysterious realms
Who will drop one

O, this great mystery

I

Three Dollars per Year.

I

beware of any speculations or assertions on my part.
If I nevertheless go on to state my private views on
the subject, I do it only by way of confessing my
creed, for the special benefit of, may be, nobody, or
perchance, a great many, who by reading my confession may be awakened from their lethargy, throw

son every day; yet

this

least

I

is transformed into a youth, the boy into a
young man, the girl into a young woman; then again,
when these all at once, as it were, before our eyes,
are metamorphosed into man and woman (see I. Cor.
xiii. 11); and finally, when the man becomes an old
man, and the woman becomes an old woman, we noThe full grown man often bears less
tice it again.

—
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resemblance to himself as a child than he does to
his parents or even more distant relatives.
And so
we die every day, every hour, every moment. And,
like the chameleon, we change our appearances, our
external form every day
not to mention the far
deeper changes of the inner man, in belief, in thought
and in his views of life). But nevertheless we still
exist.
So also when that greatest change of all comes
(

upon us, when the entire dissolution of the atoms of
which we are composed takes place, we change our
form in a more radical way than ever before see
I. Cor. xv.
57) to progress into new life, into new
existence.
But not, as the orthodox dogmatist tells
us, into the bosom of the " Land of God," nor as the
Spiritualist would make us believe, to roam about

For death

is

not a loss,

contrary, the process of progress.
more sincerely, more reasonably,

unknown to anyNeither of these, I think, approaches the
No, I feel more comfort in thinking that there

restlessly in infinite realms, realms

truth.
is

peace

in

store

for

"

O death!
O grave!

where
where

me
and

as an individuality

when

I

dead on the one hand and rejoice, on the other, when
their babe becomes a boy and this
a man and so on!
If there be any reason to deplore the changes to
which we are subject, then we must reasonably be
crying all our lifetime, lamenting ourselves as well
as our families and surroundings.
But as a matter
of fact, there is no reason whatever to regret either
of the changes, whether the small unapparent or the
greatest of all.
For is it not exactly the same in all
nature? Do we not seethe same process of progress
going on in all the departments of the universe? Do
we not daily see the ebb and flow on the sea-coast,

ger.

yet

we know

quite well that the self-same drops

waves do never reach the coast twice? Is
this process that we call sunrise and sunset?
or

it

not

Are

not the four different seasons or periods of the year
indicating just the same process of progress? The

year 1887 is not by any means the year 1886; the latter will never return again into existence.
But it was
the cause, the origin, it gave birth to the year 1887.
Without the year 1886 having existed ami expired there could be no room for the year 1887.
Therefore there should be no crying at either of
these changes, not only because it is of no avail to
ail)-

one, but also because

it

is

very unreasonable.

thy victor}'!"

—

/.

Cor. xv.JJ.

E.

P.

POWELL.
I.

It is impossible to comprehend language from
.my other standpoint than evolution. It is an incomprehensible mystery, incapable of self-origination,
and equally impossible as an imposed supernatural
gift, but as a development of primal sentience, it is
not only comprehensible, but necessary. It is agreed
by all biological science that primal sensation mani-

and hunger

—and

thy sting;

is

ORIGIN OF LANGUAGE.

I.

After these considerations, how baseless, if not
ridiculous, does it appear to see people bemoan their

—

is

Part

fests itself at its first

"rest,

more consistently

LANGUAGE.
BY

sweet rest," will finally
be my portion, after all the toil and turmoil and pain
and struggle in this life. It is a comfortable, and,
methinks, also very reasonable belief, this of mine,
at the same time knowing very well that my atoms
will again and again assume all kinds of forms, until
some day they might again, in nature's skillful laboratory, evolve into and resume the form of a man like
me, perhaps, but it will not be /.
shall lose all identity,

is

it

on the
Wherefore I can
is,

it

than many of his disciples and followers, exclaim
with Paul:

(

body.

not a punishment,

is

it

not a disadvantage, not a bereavement:

appearance as hunger.

Hunger

capable of immediate differentiation into like and
the posidislike; satisfaction and non-satisfaction

is

—

and negative of sentience. You can reduce
sentience to no lower terms than where you find it
expressing the desire to eat and grow.
Now, if you
will trace life through its manifold and almost infinite variations up to man, it has everywhere this comtive

mon

basis of sentience expressing itself as hunger;

higher

life

is

either satisfied or not

physical hunger

The moner hungers

gers, or

may hunger

its

not impossible for us to

feelings

prehends
apparent.

down

know by

the motion of

It makes
Whether
another
rhizopod
known.
com-

the rhizopod whether
its

protoplasm; man hunThis satisfaction
expression in sensation.

for

for rightness.

and non-satisfaction has
It is

In

satisfied.

becomes psychical hun-

it is

satisfied or not.

expression of feeling" or not is not so
But in the arthropods and much lower

this

a power of mutual
probable
apprehending. This makes it
that no lifeform exists without giving and receiving sympathy.
it is

certain that there

All creatures apparently,

is

and most creatures

cer-

communicate.
This condition of sentience, and mutual relationship of apprehension, must affect and control largely
the method of evolution. Organic evolution invariThe purpose here
ably obeys purposive evolution.
hunger;
to
express
the purpose,
is to satisfy
and
tainly,

either as a desire or as a gratification.

Evolution,

taking up this aim or purpose, must ultimate

in

a

growing power of life-creatures to express desire
satisfied, or desire not satisfied
like and dislike
approval and disapproval. In other words, organic
development is necessitated in the direction of
organic power to express - to speak.

—

—
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ORGANS OF LANGUAGE.

The protoplasmic

cell is

with two distinctive poles
vidual.

Its

food

is

taken

at

is

already an indi-

one pole; the chemical

disintegration goes on in a cycle;

creted at the other pole.

cell

the aboral

end.

warning

foes.

The dominant point involves its chemical and
opposite. The two poles are the important
points of the life cycle. The domination carries

vital

naturally to the one the accretions of vital power.
differentiations that constitute the future head

The
downward

The

tail

spinal processes

domination.

of

of the bird and of animals divides the func-

tion of language with

function naturally
locality, but

is

is

the head.

The reproductive

not differenced to an}

on the

lip

of a spider

-

specific

and elsewhere

on other creatures, but as a rule tends to association
with the excreting organs. The creatures that do
not learn to vocalize with the tongue do so with the
tail.
The language of the tail is as complete in the
dog or bird as the language of the tongue. The tail
is aborted only in the highest forms of life when its
possible functions have been drafted off to the hand

and the tongue. Watch the tail of the feline tribe in
its power to tell joy, peace, anger, apprehension,
pleasure.
My horse has learned to respond to a tap
of the whip with a responsive stroke of her tail
A cow must
instead of quickening her pace.
tail or the hoof; that
not somewhat inclined to an occasional

express herself either with the
is, if

she

is

stroke of her
robin's chirp

for

flies

she

tail,

and

tail

the cow's

watch a horse you
a*

fly

is

sure to be a kicker.

go together.

tail is

As

a

a great failure.

will see that

The

mere brush
If you will

she lashes her

quite out of reach, and a cow's

tail

is

fail

functional activity.

are rather an extension

oral extremity,

would

(

is

tail at

aimed

without the least consideration of the location of the
fly.
Plainly, the chief function of the tail is not a
whip, but to express irritation or pleasure. The
emotion of animals grieves and lashes fury, or
It is above all an
gently tells joy with the tail.

Following the suggestion

find the functioning that

finally

is

so overwhelmingly gathered and concentered in the

Language

life.
Equally exposed to chemical attack
from environments it could form no cyclic flow, and
is destroyed.
The ovoid, however, represents at one
pole the summit of dynamical action, and there you
have the germ of the future head see Montgomery ).
Nature does not construct a head at a late date in
evolution; but the dynamic action that impinges on
the most exposed pole is already constructing a
head in the moner. The ovoid moner is already in
every sense an individual. It not only eats and
digests, that is, has a chemical decomposition antagonized and counterbalanced by a vital reconstructive
process, but it has a dominant point that controls its

are differences of domination.

Montgomery we

ex-

to express

The

of

is

the waste

A spherical

6S 5

instrument of language.

not a sphere but an ovoid,

— and

COURT.

in

its

largely aboral until

the ophidian

This

The emotional
cerebral point,

It is

of

life
is

is

is

we reach man.

in its rattles,

evidently

its

located

method

in

of

the language of the serpent.

man,

if

too intense at the

sure to react to the sexual passion.

remarkable book on The Re"The intimate and strange
relation between sensuality and religion so often
commented upon, is a consequence of physiological
connections." " The patient who is melancholy from
Dr.

Brinton,

in

his

ligions Sentiment says:

disorders of the generative

organs,

God

His

in

his

own judgment.

religious color."

is

forsaken of

have a
"Stimulate the religious sentiment
afflictions

and you arouse the passion of love."
Religious
phrensy, as well as religious spite, has been owing to
this close association of the moral cerebral and the
sexual aboral.

We

never quite are able to dissociate

from the downlook -especially in the
language of emotional life.
In fine, we find the oral and aboral ends of the
cell functionally extending to the complex forms of

the uplook

life.
Language is not differentiated to our
end of the organic creature until man is reached;
and in man our emotions express themselves still
aborally.
Language begins at the outset of living
creatures.
As the organism becomes complex, and
the nervous system drafts off and directs life-energy,
language is functional at each end of the creature.
The poles of the cell become the head and the tail,
the prime function of both being language.
Desire
or hunger multiplies its methods of expression
The whole body, like
satisfaction does the same.
the whole cell, expresses pleasure or disappointment; but mainly language is at the extremities.
The dog's tail is as articulate as his tongue, and the
two ends twist together in his joy. When the head
finally dominates wholly, the tail is aborted; the
head concentering in itself all language. That is, the
tail and head are prolongations of the poles of the
cell, and have a common function in unequal degrees.
To what then arc we driven but this, that language
is a natural endowment of life, and as such it must
be in some way the endowment of all forms of life.
Life is emotional, and as such expresses and communicates its feelings. And this was so before there
)rganwere specific organs of speech developed.
after-thought
function
an
has
ism has ever been
sec
because
We
do
not
form.
we
ever preceded
have eyes, but we have eyes because sight was
involved in general sentience. So men do not talk
because they have organs of speech, but because

higher

(

—
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they had the endowment of communicativeness,
moving ever in the direction of orwhich,
ganic expression, developed speech organs. All
nature strives and longs to express itself. There is
always a tendency to better methods of speech; this
tendency leads always to better organs of speech.
The dog, when wild, has no bark, but a savage cry;
when domesticated, a new range of relations rouses
in him new emotions and develops new powers. The
poor fellow at times becomes almost articulate in joys

and more so in his griefs.
III.
ARTICULATE SPEECH.
It seems pretty surely demonstrable that the
earlier races of human beings could not have had
articulate speech beyond cries, ejaculations and
and

love,

musical intonations.

History, as a record, does not

run back of 8,000 or

mean

ency
It is

thus established to talk,

is

— to form

language.

power in man's possession comLanguage is, as a brain tool, more

clear that no

pares with

this.

important than the bronze and iron tools for his
hands. Whatever great devlopment anywhere takes
place must be in conjunction with growth of language. The people of any section that possess a
genius for language-making, rush necessarily out on
the line of a dialect which, in those days, would originate an entirely new language.
Nowadays a diais so charged with the mother tongue that it can
never be more than a dialect; but at that period in

lect

language-making

it

is

conceivable that a specially

movement would establish the dialect as a
new language. So we can conceive the Aryan, the
Semitic and the Turanian languages to have moved
forceful

we

out diversely at a very early period of language-mak-

cannot, apart from geology and paleontology, reach

having so little of the common that that little
in time almost indistinguishable; but it is
that insignificant germ that to-day is distinguishable
by philologists. Precisely, as out of the anthropoid
man came off diverse races of men, so out of the
anthropoidal language moved diverging and everNo divergence could take
enriching languages.
place to-day without carrying with it a vast treasure
from its original source and home. It is clear that
such would not then have been the case. The propulsion that gave them at last the power to be men
and begin the wonderful career of reasoners, laying
up in language and by means of language all their
mental and moral accumulations, and so assuring
this language propulsion
a future by securing a past,

10,000 years.

any more remote knowledge of

The known
nearly as

I

man and

that

his doings.

we cannot carry back
somewhere five or six thousand

linguistic stocks

but

far;

years ago they are lost in an abyss.

All that we can
be assured of is that the language power of animals
was an instinct of primitive man. He used animal
language instinctively; but an instinct in forming
always establishes a tendency. The tendency was to
increase methods of communication. The effort to
communicate must have slowly but surely modified
the organs of speech.
For proof of this potency in

evolution

you

to Prof. Cope's Origin of
This modification of organic
structure certainly eventuated in a peculiar tubercle;
and in an enlarged brain, correlative thereto. M.
all

the Fittest,

I

refer

Part III.

Mortillet says that the evidence

man

is

complete that the

Era did not possess organic
and it is clearly evident also
that the man of the New Stone Era did become possessed of such power. The jawbone of the older
race was hollow at a certain point as in monkeys.
The jawbone of later races, and of man at the present day, possesses in place of that hollow an excrescence called the genial tubercle. Dr. Brown adds
of the River Drift

power to

articulate;

that the lower frontal or third convolution of the
brain is the seat of the language directive and con-

ceptive

faculty.

This

convolution

races was undeveloped.

lowed
frontal

the

River

Drift

in

the

Man

fol-

possessed both the

convolution and the genial tubercle.

when

earlier

The Cave Man who

It

is

ing,

became

—

at the

same moment divided them

into distinct races

destined to travel diverse lines of historic evolution.

What

conclusion then

do we

necessarily

P^vidently this, that the animal instinct to

reach?

communi-

by sign and sound was inherited by primitive
man, and with it a propensity to increased invention.
This, in time, modified structure, so that articulation
became possible. By infinitely minute increase of
use and consequent organic change, articulation
became the one power that lifted man above the
brute.
To-day language-making is an instinct of all
civilized races.
Our English language is rich almost
to the extent of 100,000 words; and is rapidly growing each word a power in evolution. The alphabet
is the child of thousands of years of effort at systematized language. It is not more than four or five
thousand years since speech thus crystalized. Printing is not yet half a thousand years old. We can
scarcely conceive the slowness of language-making
cate

—

Cave Man began his
career, but the language power could have had but
slow development for many thousands of years. If
we allow his origin to have been fifteen or twenty

before these inventions.

thousand years ago, or even longer, we shall yet
reach the Iberian race of eight or ten thousand years
ago with a very meager vocabulary. But the tend-

The language-making instinct has now overgrown the mere instinct to communicate which was
inherited from animals.
Children not seldom create

not at

all

certain

the

THE OPEN
I have known one such case where
and sister, twins, I believe, for many years
communicated volubly in words wholly of their own
invention.
It was a spontaneity, and it was with
great difficulty that they were compelled to use our

a

new language.

COURT.
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soever, but trusts entirely to the

power and charm

of

He

a brother

has a distaste for study and knows
only one thing; that, being so rich, he need not know
anything. When his father sends him abroad to be
educated he learns just enough to make a fool of

English words.

himself, when he returns.
He sees it, too, but that
does not trouble him. Then his father sends him

In

THE HAND AND THE BRAIX.
making man nature had three

structural

changes to accomplish. 1. To free the fore limbs
and make of them pliable tool-makers. 2. To create a frontal and directive rational brain.
To
3.
create the genial tubercle adapting the throat to
articulation.
These changes were accomplished;
but being done they involved far more than direct
The hand and the brain are curiously allied,
results.
and complementary education is just awakening to
the fact that an educated brain is not an educated
man. The hand also must be taught skill. The fate
The hand
of brain and hand must be identical.
became free at about the same time as the
Sharing other
brain became frontal and supreme.
endowments with the brain, the hand also shows
language.

and

ual

Language

It talks.

artificial.

in

man

is

oral,

with

the

This association of the
brain

frontal

away

to find a wifeIn spite of his money, he gets
nothing but mittens, but he _'oes not mind, for he is
still
the son of the richest people in
town; this
is, after all, the principal thing and the young ladies
are very foolish not to consider it.
.Another class of fools now claims our attention:

who would be and would appear more than
who continually strive to get beyond their
sphere.
In this category we may place the would-

those

the>- are;

be politician

He

berg.

in

for politics, leads political clubs

that he

is

Among

fools of this kind

Subowsky,

driver

pitiable

of

cap and

bells,

and alphabetic language. All growth in language
has been an increase of the power to use artifice.
Gesture-language is at its best in savage life; vocalidevelopment. All progress
artificial communication.

has been, and must be, in

IN THE DRAMA.
FRANZ HELBIG.

THE FOOL

number

They

of characters.

are

the innumerable titled snobs, male and female, in
whose estimation any one without a title is a " no-

body."

At

They

are as narrow as they

the present day the

title

are conceited.

must share

Of the
Benedix gives us an excellent example

with the

moneyed

aristocracy.

its

honors

latter type,
in

his Zart-

Verwandte
Anatol Schumrich has the good fortune to be the
son of the richest man in town. This fact, in relieving him of all anxiety and necessity for thought and
He makes no effort whataction, insures his follv.

liche

Doctor

also include

Klaus,

the comedies of from 1840-50, Moliere's

in

The kind

of fools

all.

The

in

Benedix' comedies.

we now come

to are the

most

others unconsciously wear the

but these are fully aware of their concannot help themselves. They are the

dition, but

Foremost among them we
of themselves.
youth, pale, dream}
melancholy. It is

fools in spite

notice

-

a

,

Hamlet, who assumes madness to aid him in solving
the problem of his life.
In his wake follow all those
who are compelled to act a part which was merely
affected or assumed in jest; as, for instance, the poor
in

director

conceit bred by social rank has furnished the

in

blue-stockings and their sisters

cobler

Part HI. — Conclusion.

we must

who imagines he has learnt the art of medicine from his
master; furthermore, all the emancipated women that
the

the animal world. Gestures naturally passed into
signs or formal methods of conveying thought by
the hands; vocalization passed into picture language

stage with a large

poli-

he has been

glad to return to his business.

abound

The

to believe that

front

—

BY

made

himself

a great

elected

in the progress of events that language divided
between gesture and vocalization motion and
sound. We inherit both considerably developed by

line of

is

flatters

mayor, he discovers his utter inability to
cope with the duties of his office and is finally very

about

zation has no

he

and

become

destined one day to

When

tician.

is

itself

the coined)' by the Danish poet, Hol-

neglects his lucrative business of pewterer,

man-

what might be
expected. The hands and brain have remarkably
kept pace. The monkey's skill with his paws is
about on a par with his brain power. So it came
limbs

his wealth.

who

the Venuunclienen Prinzen, or the theatre-

Ouabbe

in

Schweitzer's

Countess

Helen,

compelled to act the role of count,
which he had assumed in jest. This peculiar phase
finds himself

of folly

may

reach such proportions that the victim

becomes uncertain

of his identity

and actually be-

some one else; as in the case of
the unfortunate Meister Andrea in Emanuel Geibel's
lieves himself to be

corned}-.

His friends try to convince him that he

is

not the carpenter Andrea, but the orchestra-leader
Mattheo; and he finally believes it himself and tries

appear and act like Mattheo.
Related to the last-named class are the hypochondriacs, so well pictured by Moliere, and also by
to

Moser

in his

excellent farce

A

Sick Family.
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We

nowjcome upon

a regular quartette of

loll)-;

the despondent mien and heavy, dull, far-away expression give a certain similarity of character to the
They are the victims of what the Germans call
four.
" Weltschmerz," a species of

alent in
tette

is

mental disease very prev-

Europe between 1840 and 1850. The quarinteresting enough to warrant individual in-

spection.

The

appearance; his
fully arranged;

first

is

of distinguished aristocratic

grown somewhat

hair,

dress

his

dudish; his white, taper

is

thin, is care-

fashionable,

fingers

—

are

but not

adorned with
Count Walde-

diamonds; in his hand is a whip; it is
mar in Gustav Freytag's play.
The second, in the uniform of a French general,
In his right hand he
is of equally striking presence.
carries a book; the left rests on his richly gilded
dress-sword it is the royal lieutenant, Count Thorane.
The third is Lord Rochester in The Orphan of
Lowood a tall, somewhat bent figure, with a pale,
He wears a red
thin face and a high, white forehead.
dressing-gown.
India
wrought
beautifully
and
a
fez
He limps painfully; the expression in his eyes speaks

—

of

deep melancholy and yet of dauntless energy.

The

fourth, with

unkempt

hair,

slouching gait and

neglected garments, presents a marked contrast to
the others. A sarcastic smile plays about his lips
and his expression is one of mockery and cynicism.
This is Narciss, the hero of Brachvogel's play of the

same name.
Their folly is all of a similar character. Count
Waldemar is thoroughly blase, and this fact originates
a melancholy discontent, which vents itself in acts of

materialism, of earth and heaven
were, render

him

in

his soul, as

it

a helpless, unstable creature, a very

His philosophical effusions are but the result
moods, and generally contain a suggestion of irony for, at bottom he does not mean
what he says. His simulated hilarity is in reality
Could he but find his
full of spleen and bitterness.
beloved wife, all these hallucinations of his brain
would vanish. He does finally see her, but as the
fool.

of his despairing

—

mistress of the king; before

he

making

this discovery

himself again for the moment,

is

—the

normal

—

man, but now his reason entirely deserts him, wild
ungoverned thoughts obtain dominion, and he expires in a

The

fit

last

of insanity.

him

Lord Rochester, posand gentle disposition, which impels

of the quartette,

sesses a kind

to acts of the noblest humanity, such as the care

unworthy woman, who deeply wronged him
and that of her illegitimate child.
This circumstance renders him cynical, hard and
contemptuous of the world, particularly of woman.
He, too, belongs to the melancholy class, and the
conflict between his real and his assumed nature proof an

and

his brother,

duces mental disease

— a species of

folly.

These four characters were probably the products
of the spirit of the age, and it may be said that every
epoch has its peculiar fool. The fool of the present
day is the parvenu, to be seen on the stage in every
phase. Observe him, as represented in Pohl's farce
Honest Work, the well-known Schultze of the aristocracy;

of large

proportions, well-fed;

chin with a red silk scarf beneath

it;

a

double

a light felt hat

of his

on his head, and a heavy watch-chain well in view.
Through his grocery and the tenfold increase in
value of his property, he has rapidly become wealthy.
He now strives to imitate the higher and cultured
classes, without considering that to do this successfully requires education and refinement, which all
His hitherto natural
his money cannot secure him.
manners give place to affectation. He has brilliant
receptions, at which the conversation is generally
limited to the weather; he gives grand dinners, at
which his guests are well fed; he has musical evenings, without knowing anything of music; he tries to
imitate the speech of the educated, and talks nonThe elements at variance in his nature render
sense.

too, the miseries of life

him

he is finally restored by the
good common-sense woman.
Count Thorane, too, is a victim of despondency
and melancholy, caused by a woman, who has betrayed his noble heart. He grows nervous and exThe most trifling things, such as the blue
citable.

whimsical

folly, until

influence of a

color of a painted sky, or an innocent little
like Goethe's " Kleine Blumen, kleine Blatter"

him

to tears; yet he

midst of battle.

is

a soldier,

undaunted

poem
move
in

the

This incongruity destroys the equi-

poise of his nature.

The case
deceit of a

of Narciss

woman

is

a similar one.

The base

robs him of his peace of mind and

normal power of thought and action. In him,
have engendered incongruiOn the one
ties, that result in irrationality and folly.
hand he is a cynic, who despises the whole world, has
no faith in man and deems a good digestion the only
true happiness in life; on the other hand he is a sensitive, enthusiastic lover,

who

longs for his

lost, faith-

and has but the one wish, to behold her,
The incongruous combination
his lost Eden, again.
of cynicism and dreamy enthusiasm, of idealism and
less wife,

a fool.

in Lindau's Mary and Magdalen
parvenu of more refined description, who, despite
his high position, cannot hide his folly.
Moliere already introduced this species in his
character Jourdain, who, having been titled when
well on in life, engages dancing masters, fencing
masters and composers in order to acquire their

The counselor

is

a

arts.
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The fools of the stage are still in existence, albeit
the original " Hanswurst" is dead; and they are in
place there, for folly is needed to preserve sense and
wisdom.

way

Folly paves the

for

wisdom.

The

object of the stage should be to present a mirror of
life, gazing into which man may see himself and be

warned against

his passions

and

Therefore the stage will ever continue to be enriched by
suggestions from life, for folly will never cease.
his follies.

THE ETHICS OF ECONOMICS.
Part

cool student and one deeply learned in the
it

as a fact that

every dollar of gold drawn from the earth has cost
two.
From this statement we see that the cost of a

something different from the nature of gold
M. Del Mar apparently estimates the value
of gold in other than terms of gold.
It seems like
a reductio ad absurdum to say that every dollar has
cost two dollars.
It is, of course, evident that he
means to estimate the value of gold in terms of
And viewed in this light it is
labor and suffering.
probably too low an estimate. If the same lives and
labor had been spent in raising wheat that have
been wrecked in gold mining the value of the result
would certainly be worth many times that of the
world's gold, which is calculated to be about thirtyfive hundred million of dollars, and which would not
is

itself.

fill

a

room one-half the

size of this one.

We

find in

medicine that therapeutic agents have what is called
their essential principles, that is, a few grains of
vital and peculiar essence are scattered through
pounds or masses of a neutral and disused menstruum,
and on these subtle molecules depends all the

Now, when we come to
efficacy of the drug.
analyze gold psychologically and extract from it its
essential principle, we shall find in the chemistry of
life's

fearful crucible that its

Man

than the Spirit of

We, who

spirit

is

nothing else

himself.

know that a dollar per se
only as representative that

are not misers,

has no significance;

it

is

gains meaning and power.
market to buy something with

When we go

it

selves carefully

we

it,

shall find, so

ers are concerned, that

into

we examine ourfar as we the ownif

we have obtained

it

in

one

ways: we have either had it presented to
by some one else, father, husband or friend; or
we have stolen it, cheated some one else out of it;
Doubtless the money most of
or we have earned it.
us have now in bank or in pocket is the child by a
of three

us

combination

in

parentages.

Few

bar-sinister

is

is

but the representative

value, some one must
become the owner of its
create the value, we learn

of

create the value in order to
title

deeds.

What

it is

to

when we go to work to earn the money with which
we would go to market. To earn it, I say, not get
for, in

the complexity and injustice of our semiearning and getting possession of it are

I.

history of the precious metals states

thing

The

now, our money has been
given to us or we have otherwise gotten it without
earning it, it follows by strict necessity that some
one else has earned it. If in its last analysis money
If,

civilization,

[Extracts from an essay read before the Society for Ethical Culture, ot
Philadelphia, February 6, 1S87.]

A

family-tree with perfect pride.
usually not far back.

it;
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varying proportions of all three
of our dollars could show their

two very different matters.

If you earn it you have
rendered for it a service that was worth a dollar to
some one else. In rendering this service you have
given either your labor, your ingenuity or your
thought, your suffering, love or learning in a word,
your life! And this is the final analysis of all money

—

and

all

values

rateable in

money.

Every dollar

is

but the concrete representation of human effort and
thought, and everything called wealth is the product
of the work, the heart-throbs

human

beings.

Money,

in

and mental powers of
its

last

analysis,

is

the

muscle contractions, of heart beats, of
lives worn out.
Sometime ago it was the fashion of
certain dainty dames to go to the slaughter-houses
and drink the blood gushing hot from the freshlv
cut arteries of dying cattle.
Blood not only symbolizes, but is the life, and so in eating the flesh or
tally stick of

solid blood, or in drinking the liquid blood,

we

de-

vour the life of the animal. In exactly the same
sense when we use for our own need or gratification
valuables wrought by others, we are taking
from them (justifiably or not, matters not here)
Their life was more or less consumed
their very life.
in producing them and the things
bread, houses,
railroads
have value only as these men have put
their life into them, thereby making them wealth or
The creation of our financial and invaluables.
dustrial system has served to impersonalize the service, to generalize the life, and we think only of
the thing we are buying and forget the history of
the thing; we think of the concrete object and not
of the invisible essence, human life, which alone
made the thing real and of interest. From everything purchasable with money the dead eyes of the
the

—

—

human

souls

who

fashioned

it

look out with

signifi-

With every board or brick that
shelters us, with every woven thread that covers us,
with every morsel of food we eat or pleasure we enjoy, the shadow)- ghost of humanity calls out to us,
cant

demand.

"Take, eat; this is my bod)'. Drink ye all of this
my blood which is shed for the many."
The great danger we run in regard to this conception of the matter is that habit shall harden us into
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an indifference and merely external assent to it, or
we shall look upon it only as a metaphor or illustrative example, whilst all the time it is the most
real and absolutely exact statement of the fact.
that

Vicarious suffering and vicarious death are old theological doctrines, and have been sniffed at by the

young

colts

act of social

of a shallow-pated atheism, but every
life

and existence

through, and again through with

is

shot through and

it.

Our

life

is

but

embroidery worked upon the strong
warp and woof of other men's services, and dead
men's deeds. We have taken of the life of every
brave soldier of history who fought for the right and
the

surface

liberty

we enjoy; we have taken of the life of every
who wore out life and mind
of every legislator and judge who by his own

student and investigator
for us;

self-renunciation

kept pure for us

practice of justice.

the law

is

the

ideas

In the smallest details

also absolute; the coal

and

of life

we warm ourselves

men

parted with some of their
life
perhaps their whole life to dig it for us; a
spiritual eye can see the bones of smothered and
buried miners glowing deep among the burning coals
with

is

ours because

—

—

of our hearth-fires.

We
is

all

know how

we

the most trivial article

use

serviceable to us only by and because of the death

of the plant or animal

whence we derived

it;

ever}'

element of the food we eat, except perhaps salt and
water, is a wrench and robber)- of the same from
Grain and
what may be called nature's intention.
plant, fruit and animal, must die to give us our life.
It is precisely as true that every purchasable thing,

from

a cracker to a railroad, bears to us a value ex-

actly proportional to the

human

life

spent

in its

pro-

duction and which alone gives it its value and
expense. In the cumulation of this service it is
easily seen men's lives are wholly spent and incor-

porated just as absolutely as

been drunk

if

at a slaughter-pen.

the heart's blood had

How many

are the

fellow-men eaten and wasted by a spendthrift and gluttonous debauchee! Therefore, the purchased thing we use or waste is really a palimpsest;
we think it a book, a railroad ride, clothes or a house:
these, however, are but the crude pictures of a
Beneath them, and all
coarse and late handwriting.
through them, a discerning eye catches the gleam of
a subtle and half-hidden chirography, the pale letters
of long dead authors who perished in writing these
and such as these.
It is not hard for an imaginative and sympathetic
mind to see in this way how true it is that all our
purchased enjoyments and benefits are rooted in the
lives of his

—

blossoming plant of modern civilization, that plant
of basil which proverbially flourishes best on deadmen's brains.
What is the net result of most lives? A carpenter has built a hundred houses for others to live in;
a laborer has shoveled a few million shovelfuls of
earth for others to ride over in parlor cars that
thousands of men have constructed; an author has
written a book or two for others to read; an inventor's brain is worn out devising an ingenious machine
for others to use when he is dead; a clerk has measured cloth for years for others to wear, and so on
through the list. Catharine of Russia once made a
journey through her land to see with her own eyes
the glory of her government and the blessings
The people were as
to the people of her reign.
racked with want and woe as Russian serfs alone can
be, but on every hand, skillfully prepared by her
ministers in advance were the signs of plenty and
prosperity.
The slaves were driven to the roadside
in gala-dress; improvised houses of pasteboard were
erected; mills with bags of sand in front of their
doors, arose as the triumphal procession passed,
The
flinsrinsr silver coins at random among the mob.
next day tinsel, and sham, and delusion had disappeared like a theatrical show or a fanciful dream.
To one calmly viewing the mutations of human
affairs this might seem an apt example of what
happens with the products of humanity's laborious
exertions: that they flash into light before the eyes
of the queenly Present to vanish as suddenly in
destruction and forgetfulness, whilst the monotonous
groan of the laborer goes on forever. But it is not
wholly so. Whether the toilers of the da)' that is
past have done their work well or ill, their lives have
passed from them, and, stroke by stroke, day by
day, heart-throb by heart-throb, thought by thought
have passed into the thing they have done. These
men are entombed in their handiwork, as, in the
mediaeval story the skillful mechanic was maliciously
crushed by the torture engine and buried in the infernal dungeon he had himself constructed for his

—

tyrant-master.
If

we now

fully

and vividly

realize

that every

dollar and dollar's worth of valuable things

viceable and good because the

life

of

man

is

is

ser-

mater-

them, because man's life has been withdrawn
from him and deposited in the things he has created,
we may turn to consider a moment the uses and
ialized in

abuses

made

of these products.

When we

do so we are met by the cynic, and the
voice of the stung conscience sneering at us that

rich soil fertilized

suffering and unjust usage of men's lives has always

lives

been, and will always be;

by the services of the dead whose
have been thus given, willingly or unwillingly,
to create the rich compost whence grows the full-

what

sort of a

that Malthus found out
Providence rules the destinies of men

THE OPEN
and that the mass of men must in the nature of
things toil for the idle few. There is a vital distinction to be noted here, and Lammenais expressed
it when he wrote that " though labor and suffering

some labors are sterile whilst some
some sufferings infamous, some glorious."
No wise mind looking out over the wastes of human
are everywhere,
are fecund

;

history and into the

construction

of

the physical

universe hopes to extinguish the manifold evils and
All that can
imperfections of our planetary life.
reasonably be hoped for is that justice should rule
our ways and days, that unnecessary misery shall not

be poured on men, that we shall all be sharers of one
another's burdens, and that greed and wrong shall
not lay its woeful burdens on innocent shoulders.
These are simply the plainest demands of justice,
and we who pretend to be students and lovers of
ethics, must work to bring these ethical ideas before men's minds and plant them in our social life.
But we cannot move a step in this work without
stumbling upon the great economical wrong which
blackens all history and befouls every modern

wrong that is old as humanity and
wide as the world; the wrong that religion has arisen
to overcome, that law and civil polity seek in vain
to grasp and subdue, the wrong that seems to be the
soul of our souls that tricks our better nature and
almost makes us hate ourselves that we cannot avoid
social fact, the

— the

wrong of slavery. We are
we would get another's bread
without giving him equal service, we wish another's
All govenment and all
life without giving our own.

its

subtle tyrrany

natural slaveholders;

breaking up of the Roman
slavery. A man could buy
conquered soldiers by the hundreds or thousands on
a Roman battle-field for the price of a dog, and the
uses made of them are known by every one who has

social life prior to the

Empire was founded upon

glanced through the execrable records of Roman
Mediaeval feudalism was a change of name
history.
without much change in nature. Everywhere we
find the essence of the relation held firm; everywhere power held over men's bodies and minds for
selfish uses. None but the interested, those willfully
deceiving or willfully self-deceived can pretend that

much
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minds, the lives of many thousands of people? If it
were not so the millions of dollars would be of no
more value than so many sea-shore pebbles. The
market value of 1,300,000 slaves held to-day in
Brazil is estimated at S436 per head.
At this rate,
you see, our richest capitalist could have gone to
Brazil and bought outright some 300,000 people.
Suppose he had done so, you perceive at once that
to preserve his property he would have to feed,
clothe and care for it whether he could keep it at
work or not, whether he could sell the products of
its

labor at a profit or not.

Modern

it discharges them and sends them
back to the public (which means to nobody or to the
with the kindly remark, " The
devil, as you will
and the public obeys to the
Public be damned!"
letter.
Malthus and natural selection and Providence and the public are trusted to supply " hands"
again whenever desired.
One is reminded of the cunning Sphex, the wasplike creature that gathers worms and creeping things
about the clay cells of its larvae, all stung so accurately that they are preserved in life, but otherwise
powerless to move, till fresh meat is wanted for the
Malthus & Company never fail to
grub's dinner.
market-basket
of our human Sphexes,
supply the
wisdom
of having all the
financial
and you see the
without
the disadvanslave-holding
advantages of

loan unprofitable

)

—

tage of responsibility for the slave's welfare. The
capitalist's exegesis of Malthus is quite as accurate

any professor of political economy.
need
of going to Brazil; the Brazilian
There is no
here where the average wages of
come
were wiser to
reaches the enormous figure
freeman
an American
(and many dolors) a day,
dollar
one
year
of S365 a
partner to save fractions.
Malthus'
by
planned
as if
rather
high a move might be
seem
amount
this
If
made to England where S300 would be all required;
or to Ireland where Si 25 would suffice to buy a man
for a year, or even to India where $5 or Sio is all
that

as

of

—

that

is

asked.

else

According

than another disguise. The
the leashes of our crude nomenclature but under a
new name he holds the knout of his sovereignty
over men's backs with as firm a fist as ever. The
aged Villeroi held the child Louis XV. before the
crowded masses below the palace window and said to
him, " Behold, Sire, all this folk belongs to you."
When a dying man hands his children 1 50 millions of
dollars does he not even more absolutely than any

statisticians, a

dying king hand them the labor, the bodies, the

time and buy any number of such

modern industrialism

or commercialism

is

old Proteus has slipped

industrialism

has found a far better method of slave-owning than
this: it borrows the public slaves whenever it can
make money out of them and the day it finds the

to

the

tables

of

the

life-assurance

healthy young man of twenty will, on
His average
the average, live about forty years.
wage is, as we have seen, S365 a year; this last sum
therefore multiplied by forty gives the market price
This is Si 4,600. Now, this is no
of a man's life.
allegory or play of fancy, but the baldest and bitterFor less than Si 5,000
est reality of every-day life.

one

may have

use or wasting,

the products of a

— one

may go

life

of labor for one's

into the

market

lives.

In

at

any

Mexico

—— — ——

—
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some of its
honey for the
Their abdomens become so
rest of the community.
enormously distended that they must to their
humorous and hungry fellows become a butt of

there

is

ant-hill,

as well

as

one of honey.

In the

human

the opulent idler who, as that noble philoso-

pher Hans Breitmann says, "only lifes to joy himseems another such a honey barrel who has
craw led into a corner behind a breastworks of custom and law and when his neighbors who have contributed all his honey come asking a share, he snaps
his fingers at them and asks what they are goread in the newspapers of a
I
ing to do about it.
self,"

spending half a million dollars for a
A schoolboy example in division
shows that to build this toy for a summer's picnic
heir

rich

pleasure

boat.

cost the life-long labor of thirty-five
years, — that

is,

men

for forty

the lives, actually and literally, of

Where is the equivalence of service
rendered in return? An ignorant jockey rides a
horse exceptionally well and Christian nobles and
peers give him a million or two dollars for doing it,
whilst at the same time, as we shall see, they give
these men.

two

girls, for

starvation or
significance?

making match-boxes a choice between
Have such things no ethical
disgrace.
Likewise, when an idle spendthrift or

woman wastefully spends $15,000
man is just as really sacrificed as if

of a

civilized cannibal

had been an African one.

this

of

individual

twenty.

Malthus

& Company

set

him

The woman

at

trigs herself out

and aestheticism, the man with race-horse,
I
contend that the ethical sigclub and cantatrice.
nificance of the lives of the two cannibals, the physical African and the Nineteenth Century roue, is the
same. The product of the laborer's life is as wantonly wasted in the one case as the other. Ethically
considered, you might just as well kill and eat a'
man as to squander the products of his life's labors
When, by the exin a night's finery and debauch.
quisite iniquity of your protective tariff, one man
makes $30,000 every week, he thereby calls on sociIf this person should
ety for the lives of two men.
burn up $30,000 worth of his houses each week the
annihilation would be apparent.
If he hire hundreds to wait upon him and feed his idle fancies
he
in

is

a

still

bank

a cannibal.

If

(

The more one

he put the money away
is he aught else than a

be impartial.

storing food for his larvae to fatten

upon or squander,
squanderers.

if,

as

is

probable, they turn out

be continued.)

judges the less one loves.
I

Balzac.

cannot promise to

— Goethe.

'Tis with our judgments as our watches

each believes

just alike, yet

How
hasty

Wise sayings

The

often

is,

who frame

which seems!

fall

their

Southey.

on barren ground; but a

Arthur Helps.

is

true and the practice of

— Voltaire.
the antagonist of truth.

is

It is

a fog ot

invention, that obscures truth, and represents

in distortion.

One

principal point of

good breeding

our equals, and those below

The

it

— Thomas Paine.
to suit

is

behavior to the three several degrees of men,
riors,

— none go

Pope.

good are the two most important objects

is

Mystery

own.

never thrown away.

is

of philosophy.

human

that

discovery of what

which

that

his

do they see what

little

judgment upon

kind word

our

— our supe-

Swift.

us.

sophist contents himself with appearances, the

dialectician with proofs; the philosopher seeks to

through examination and evidence.

know

— Joubert.

The heavy sword
by using sweet words and gentleSaadi.
ness you may lead an elephant with a hair.
Oppose kindness to perverseness.

will not cut soft silk;

There is no knowledge for which so great a price is
paid as a knowledge of the world and no one ever became an adept in it except at the expense of a hardened
;

or a

wounded

Let a

for his children,

human Sphex,

To

can promise to be sincere, but

I

with jewels, menage,

dress

the

is

imperviousness is the hoarse, sullen roar, the mistaken energy, the portentous gathering of forces
which can leave only ruin and disaster in their path.

at

work at a forty years' job, fashioning
objects desired by the whim of his master or mistress.

once

is

such a thing as love of justice in
the hearts of many people and that these demand a
day of reckoning; and that day of reckoning is generally expensive.
Such an expense came to France
in 1793, such another came to us about twenty years
ago.
It cost the Northern people one-sixth of a
life, and $700 a head to free 4,000,000 slaves; this
leaves out the interest and the incalculable expense. Is it exaggeration to estimate the cost of
each slave freed at that time as at least several thousands of dollars? Would it not have been cheaper
to have begun with ethics instead of ending with it?
But if you ask this question of the absentee Irish
landlord or of the typical millionaire of any country,
he would be quite as impervious to the reasoning as
The answer to that
his Southern brother ia i860.

Society

invests several thousand in producing an able-bodied

disturbing circumstance about slavery

fact that there

the

fashionable
life

The

a species of ants that sets apart

individuals to serve as store-houses of

ridicule
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heart.

man

deed, though

it

Lady Blessington.

take time enough

for the

be but the paring of his

most
nails.

trivial

The

buds swell imperceptibly, without hurry or confusion,
Thoreau.
as if the short spring days were an eternity.

—

—
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The

to

Underwood, dated December 10, 1SS6, mentioning renegotiations with Mr. George Schumm, is misconstrued
by the latter as an intention of mine to mislead the
So

Catholics.

hereby

I

The Open Court
with

as

much

my

not

desire

state that

to

offend

Roman

my intention is that
Roman Catholic*

shall treat the

consideration

Protestant, the progressive

show

the publication of the letter to

both sides
refers to

me

the informer

is

be an error

my disagreement with Mr.
on account of the contributions was retained
The

matter of principle.

a

"which

I

him

told

that

it

was on

final part of the

zverc against

my

views,"

words " He had shown
contributions sent him for the same."

and can only

certain

refer.to the

Mr. B. F. Underwood has not availed himself of my
Mr. Underwood should notice any omissions, which he thinks should not have been made from
the corresponence or

1888.

SUPPLEMENT TO THE STATEMENTS RELATING
TO THE RESIGNATION OF THE LATE EDITORS.
One of my published letters addressed to Mr. 13. F.

to

may

passage referring to

Schumm
in

—

Possibly the writer of them

of your friend, though that

and due regard

Churchman and

as

the

the Free-

Mr. Schumm's misapprehension is apparently
caused partly by a defective punctuation, and partly by

memoranda

supplemented on

shall be

public in regard

—

article

invitation " If

Chicago, Illinois.

THURSDAY, JANUARY

He

him for the same the one a very
on the Easter services in the various Chicago
churches from the "Catholic" to "Swing's" and Swing was
hardest dealt with, which I told him were against my views in
humorous

sentence

of subscription,
year in advance.

was convinced he
had shown tome

time, declared that he

certain contributions sent

regard to the paper.

Editor and Manager.

Terms

me some

Salle witli

could not edit a paper satisfactory to me.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY.
C.

This is now nearly two years
Mr. Schumm never asked me about Mich a written guarantee, whereof your friend writes, but after he was here in
ago.

La

Fortnightly Journal.

Published every other Thursday at i6g to 175 La Salle Street, (Nixon
Buildingl, corner Monroe Street, by

EDWARD
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believe to have fully informed von.

The Open
A.

COURT.

reasons for resigning

me

in

of the meetings they

his application," but gives his

a

pamphlet whereof he sent

a cop}-.

The Open Court

In a postal card to

he also

re-

quests to announce in the next issue that his address

86 South Page
I

make

street,

is

Chicago.

have read the pamphlet and

find that

I

have to

my

the following correction in

statement of the
September meeting (made from memory). I said: " In
a later conversation

Dr. Carus

it

appeared that

from the

arose

Dualism and Agnosticism,"

his feelings against

latter's

....

article

He

"

Monism,
under-

said, as I

thinker.

stood him, in reference to Dr. Carus contribution, " If

the omisson of a passage having no reference to the

want to insult a man I do it direct."
Mr. Underwood states that this remark did not refer
to the above but had reference to his (Mr. Underwood's)

object for which the coriespondence

learned lately that where Professor
the

man

name

of Dr.

is

published.

Swing

is

I

mentioned,

Thomas, another progressive clergy-

of Chicago, should appear.

My

mistake resulted

from the similar treatment which Professor Swing reSchumm's paper, 7 he Radical
Review. In justice to Mr. Schumm and the writer of
the article referred to, I will state that the same besides
being humorous, was serious at the same time. My
letter concerning Mr. Schumm so far as it comes into
question, is here republished with all the defects of the
original as the appear in the press copy
peatedly received in Mr.

La Salle,

Dec.

10, 1886.

Underwood, Esq., Boston, Mass:
My Dear Sir — Your two letters of December 6th arrived last
evening only. Your letter of December 7th arrived this morning.
I have only a few minutes time now to answer and will
B. F.

use this to say that I have not been negotiating about the starting of the Chicago paper, except with Mr. Schumm, whereof I
* Attention

is

at the foot of the

called to the concluding

first

column,

p. 671 in

No.

paragraph of Carus Sterne's essay,
23 ot

The Open Cocrt.

I

action in regard to Dr. Carus' article on the " Xenions."

who was present, I
Mr. Underwood is right.
Mr. Underwood, however, in a much stronger form,

Upon

inquiry from the gentleman

learn that in this particular

December 23
of page 34 in his pamphlet), the evidence of

himself gives in his letter to Dr. Carus, of
(latter part

the fact which

Page
induces

8,

me

was

line

to
11,

be proven by
in

my

quotation.

Mr. Underwood's pamphlet

to publish in full a

translation of

my

letter

leading to Dr. Carus' engagement:

Dr. Paul Carcs, New York:
La Salle, Jan. 31, 1S87.
Dear Sir Your favor of January 24 reached me on my return
What you write has my full interest. To what you
to La Salle.
say in particular regarding The Open Col rt, I have to answer
that Mr. and Mr*. Underwood are independent editors and man-

—

agers of the same, though subject to such conditions as
hereafter mutually agreed upon;

the editors as

smooth

still I

wish

to

make

may

be

the path of

as possibc.

But what you wish to carry into effect, the transplanting of
European (especially German) thought to America, is what I par-

THE OPEN COURT.
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You

ticularly desire.

number

will see in the first

Court what was produced

in

my

of

by

realistic brain

The Open
my teachers,

mostly Germans, especially Gustav Freitag in his Lost Manutogether with my old friend Professor Bayrhoffer, also indirectly by Kant through Felix Adler, Salter and an article in the
Gegenitiart (by Noire"); also by Herbert Spencer, Darwin and

mation through the

in his journal (July 23, 1SS7).

script,

Haeckel.

We

I

now

incorporate

bring these ideas before the American public.
Publishing Company, whose

devoting

my means

my

and also

my

Hereby he reserved

personal activity to an

his right of lecturing occasionally.

request the contract was

made

for

one year.

At

his

This suggests to

to

propose for you a salary of $1,200 annually.

I

read part of

Zickel's journals,

which you sent me, with

pleasure.

Edward

my

Underwood's

motives

letter

why

I

C.

Hegeler.

with the other correspondence was

which

Underwood speaks in his
on the request of its owner and

The

Mr. Underwood.

my

that they do,

if

correspondence with

notice reads:

views which conflict with those of the
account
Dr. Carus came to this country where he has been
authorities.
engaged in literary work and in teaching in Boston and New
entitled

liberal

Besides other pamphlets he wrote a philosophical treatise
Monism and Meliorism, published by W. C. Christern,

This clear and forcible essay attracted Mr.
Hegeler's attention to the ability of the German scholar. Mr.
Hegeler had just started The Open Court, a journal of popular
science for the diffusion of his ideas and philosophical views, which

New

Yoik,

said of

number under

proves

itself in

tents are

Monism

in itself a

is

more

the

new management has

every respect equal to

its

just appeared,

predecessors.

Its

and
con-

popular, and besides the usual contributions, there

are choice translations from prominent

herself.

view or conception

is

Accordproved to

ad absitrdum.

deduct io

said about his criticism can also truly

"The

:

danger

be

not that of being

is

This of course does not mean that everything which
is

claimed to be

Monism

German

authors.

This statement of Dr. Carus' previous career* I know
Dr. Carus was induced by the
to be a modest one.
editor of The Graphic to give his photograph and inforMr. Hegeler, at the last moment, requests the publication of a document
which, on account of lack of space here, will be found on page 70s.

Monism.

true

There

which does not pretend

scarcely any philosophy

who

is

pretend to be

to

'

is

be

Monists are not

monistic, but

all

really such.

Their theories are often impracticable or

one-sided, and in such cases do not explain

is

all

a smaller or greater part.

natural

There

no better proof for the correctness of a philosophic

view than that

One
is its

it

harmonizes with

religious aspiration.

races,

among

tribes.

all facts.

human race
among all
among savage

of the most essential features of the

Religion

found

is

civilized nations as well as

This

is

an

ethnological

which

fact

is

only

strengthened by the contradiction of those who claim to
be without religion. Their irreligion is only due to
their dissatisfaction

with the present forms of religion

1885.

he thinks are best represented in the philosophy of Monism.
Accordingly he invited Dr. Carus to come West to assist him in
expounding Monistic philosophy. Dr. Carus accepted, and, when
two or three weeks ago, Mr. Underwood resigned his position, was
appointed editor of The Open Court by Mr. Hegeler. The
first

the basis

rest assured that ive are in error,

a philosophical

What Kant

;

York.

we may

one and does not contradict

phenomena, but only

Dr. Paul Carus was born and educated in Germany. He is the
son of a high dignitary of the church of Prussia, and studied in
the classics and philosophy at the University of Strasburg and
Tubingen. He was appointed professor at the Royal Corps of
Cadets in Dresden but after a few years resigned his position on
of his

is

be dualistic, this

The Chicago

in

Mr.

containing

is

refuted but of being misunderstood."

pamphlet, was written
editor, with Dr. Carus' knowledge, by a gentleman who
had seen an advance copy of The Open Court, except
the editorial part

Its principle

According to Monism all that
exists, ourselves included, is one great, continuous, immeasurable whole, and all its laws must agree with each
Where they differ from each other they do so
other.
only by a difference of circumstances. They never can
conflict with each other, and wherever it appears to us
and very core of science.

ingly

I

Graphic, of

it.

Hegeler.

not represent, as has been claimed, a

sect or school of philosophy.

not publish Mrs.

did

wished to avoid injuring her.
The notice on The Open Court

that

C.

MONISM AND RELIGION.
Monism does

for nature

In the hope of hearing from you soon, I remain
Very respectfully yours,

of

evidently written

is

believe that the authors

Edward

is

vironment an opportunity for a broader knowledge. I believe to
by bringing you here.
Reflecting upon a definite proposition I think of my contract
with Mr. and Mrs. Underwood. I accepted Mr. Underwood's
proposition which was ior his and his wife's work $i, 800 per year

One

I

The Open Court.

attain this

me

of the late editors

thereof will sooner or later repent having written

of public interest, I desire at the same time
children, as well as to others in my immediate en-

undertaking which
to give to

The pamphlet

under great excitement, and

The Open Court

publications will perhaps not be limited to

Now

statement that he had also

latter's

published a notice with the pictures of the late editors

and to an attempt to establish a

new

own, for which perhaps they have not

religion of their
as yet

been able

to discover a solid basis.

Man

endowed with speech, therefore he
Max Miiller declare, a reaProfessor
and
is, as Noire
which
has acquired reason
being
A
soning being.
with and of its
connection
of
its
aware
must become
is

a being

relation to nature.
it is

dependent upon

No
its

individual

a separate entity;

is

surroundings and

Man

a long process of evolution.

is

the result of

thus becomes con-

scious of his relation to his ancestors, his fellow-beings,
to nature,

and

finally to the

—

of which he is and
This being aware of his

All

begins to feel himself a part.

relation to the All, his feeling himself a part of the All,

*

is

religion.

Accordingly,

a

speaking animal must

;

THE OPEN
become

we

wondering at
some kind,
there were any beings

a religious being, and instead of

the fact that

nations possess a religion of

all

should be astonished

endowed with

if

the gift of speech without religion.

Religion implies ethics; for ethics,

adjustment of our lives and actions

word,

in a

is

the

has often been stated that religion and ethics are

in conflict

with nature and also with natural science, as

nature

ruled by the " must " and ethics teaches the

is

Any

" ought."
this,

is

religion

dualistic, for

or any science

we may
we may also

although

which teaches

interpret nature

teach unnatural
wrongly, and although
Wherethics, nature and ethics cannot be at variance.
ever they seem to collide with each other our ideas
about ethics or about nature are wrong. Ethics being

based upon the correct understanding of our relation to
the All,

is

the noblest result of natural

life

we

have progressed, the

best, the highest

the

summiim bonum we

have.

the right relation to the All

And

it is,

;

so far as

and grandest,

our remaining

in

the very condition of our

is

further existence and continuance after death in the lives

of those

who

will be as

sum

total

of our ancestors.

the

From

much

ourselves as

to-day are

is

The
is

eternal enmity

narrow or wrong

a

between both.

progress of science,

dangerous to

vealing of truth

is

false.

and thus purify our

false

Our

relation to the All

But

in

no obscure and unknow-

able province of our emotional aspirations.

recognizable and should be
vestigations.

and

made

It is

plainly

the object of our in

is

no merit in vague imaginings

feelings.

Clear thought, an honest will

There

indistinct

and straightforward actions agree well, and from the
standpoint of Monism must be in perfect harmony.
as is seen in
It is a common mistake of the savage
pagan to
called
generally
those religions which are

—

make
ject of

the

of the calendar
ples of

p.

c.

much

so

is

The Open Court

in

harmony with

we

that

the princi-

cannot but

call atten-

deep significance of its inscription, which is
worth while having before one's eyes every day in the
tion to the

year.

11602 'ANOPttrmi

The

into English.

AAIMHN

translation

is

almost untranslatable

character

'

is

tiny' although quite correct, does not exhaust
ing.

means,

'HiJof

it

means the

But

man

habits of

it

German

mean-

its

Sitte,

so far as they produce civiliza-

and make him humane.

tion

man's des-

custom or
conveys more than custom

like the

habit or character.

It

includes his morals.

In

this sense Schiller says:

From

unknown, because

our religious emotion.

it

er
is

Wot;

(tier

Mensck) frei unci machtig

derived the English

man

to

is

his

This

dahnon ;

')'*»?,

sein."

word Ethics, which

has acquired the narrower meaning of
of moral behavior.

iftoq

in the sense

our Greek inscription

viz, his

God,

tells

his deity, his con-

science or guidance.

p.

c.

FROM METAPHYSICISM TO POSITIVISM.

such cases the

religious ideals.
is

lives.

discovering and the re-

revealing of truth will not be dangerous but wholesome
It will only destroy what
to religion; i. e. true religion.
is

is

the actualization of

is

ETHOS ANTHROPOI DAIMON.

science, this cannot be true except for

those religions which are

is

religion,

a good sign of our time that Mr. Peabody's
calendar is seen almost everywhere. It decorates the
drawing-room of many fashionable houses, and is an
ornament of editorial and other offices. The tendency

us,

has often been supposed,

it

If the

religion.

our

in

True

It is

religion cannot be

conception of science or of religion can maintain that
there

Monism

which

religion

such crude fancies.

free of superstition or supernaturalism,

it it

Kann

with science, and only

in conflict

so far as

free of

is

" Unci allein durch seine Sitte

Monism

the standpoint of

we

Any

these are features of paganism.
true religion

accordance with

in
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monistic and the proper ethics

the laws of the All.
It

COURT.

—

unknown, the obOnly a savage can bow
is

am charged with a change of opinion by the late
who states in a letter published in his pamphlet:

I

editor,

"In your pamphlet you had spoken of the limits at
which our knowledge comes to a stand and where the
province of the unknowable commences.'" This is
'

quoted as

The
its

if it

passage

a proof of my
my Monism and

were

former agnosticism.

in

Meliorism,

p. 46, in

connection with the antecedent sentences, runs as

lows

" Before

:

what physics

is,

fol-

venture on metaphysics, let us know
and before we make statements about

we

the unknowable, let us define

what

is

knowable; eswhat is the

pecially let us have a clear conception as to

by which that cognizance is attained. If that
I trust, that from the nature of cognition
itself we may find the limit at which our knowledge

process,
is

understood,

worship the thunder because he does not understand its nature. The maturer mind will seek for
the causes of natural phenomena and, without worship-

comes to a stand and where the province of the unknowable commences."

remain conscious of his relation
All at large and act in harmony
to
the
to nature as well as
remain
religious and act ethically.
will
he
with them i. e.
not
believe in miracles, we
need
religious
we
To be
imagine that there is
need
we
idolators,
nor
need not be

place.

down

to

ing natural powers, will

;

a supernatural

realm behind or beyond nature.

All

This

my

is

sufficient to

prove that the quotation

is

out of

The quoted passage proves that when I wrote
and Meliorism I was as
pamphlet Monism

strongly opposed to the negative dogmatism of agnosti-

cism as

I

am now.

take the opportunity of stating here that my essay
Monism and Meliorism is not yet free of metaphyI

THE OPEN COURT.
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This metaphysicism
on page 4S, that, although
sicism.

is

expressed in the view stated

world are
comprehensible " "the principles of cognition are in themselves incomprehensible." I say on page 47 " by means of
these principles we are able to comprehend anything in
yes, anything except the world itself, and so
the world
I have changed this view, which Mr.
really nothing."
Hegeler classes under the " Reason Superstition " of
which Max Muller speaks in his lectures, p. 36S of The
Open Court. I gave expression to my present view
My
in the editorial of No. 23, " The Unknowable."
"all objects in the

such motions as are produced by the irritation of the

former position was, to use an analogy, as if 1 declared
whole structure of mathematical theorems to be

—

recognizable and provable except its axioms. The
axioms being their foundation, I said, " thus everything is
provable except the whole of mathematics, and so really
nothing." Now I say, that as in mathematics, the axioms
?iee<i

not be proven, so the ultimate principles also

with-

lie

range of our possible knowledge. As soon as they
are understood, they will be recognized as most simple
and self-evident. This change of opinion from metain the

phycism

to positivism

due to

is

my

study of modern psy-

I became acquainted during my stay
where I read for the first time carefully, part
the works of Ribot, Hering, etc., and devoted much

chology, with which
at

of

La

Salle,

interest

and thought

to this special subject.

p.

c.

caused by a glaring light,

Theodore Stanton's to Galignani's
that
Mme. Jules Favre has transMessenger we learn
complete
works into French.
lated Emerson's
a letter of

BY

The
in

G. H.

were

movements

all

idea of reflex motions as

physiology,

is

generally applied

is

it

based on the anatomical fact that there

are certain sensory and motor nerves which are histologically connected and physiologically related in certain

Generally, motions which are produced

nerve centers.

by the transference of the

irritation,

caused by

lating external sensory nerves, to certain

by means of the

central

organs,

are

stimu-

motor nerves
called

reflex

when
when it

Originally only such motions as were produced
irritation

was

either not felt

at

all,

or

called reflex motions.

Under

category come those

this

mucous membrane (coughing, sneezing, vomiting, etc. ); those which
which depend upon the
due

and the

to the

irritation

of the

influence of heat and cold on the skin,

irritation

of the same due to immediate contact

(the sudden withdrawal of certain

parts of the bodv,

respiratory motions, etc.); those 'passing
spinal cord

which case

through the

when sympathetic nerves are irritated, in
we do not feel the irritation; and finally,

reflex

motions

possible in the sympathetic nervous system inde-

motions produced by

irritation

that has been entirely

separated from

the body,

were

reflex motions,

of

— whether

is

the

heart or intestine

a

all

other parts of

problem that had not

a

been determined.
Joh, Muller, the founder of the
newer school of physiology felt obliged to assume the
negative;

at

all

events, he did not consider the fact as

Marshall Hall limited the domain of reflex

proven.

motions to the cerebro-spinal nerves, and thus excluded
the motions

which were produced by

irritation of the

sensory nerves.

Opinions also differed

nomena of

Volkmann

Cullen,

as to the value of the

consciousness in

tions,

and thus

petus.

phe-

Wrytt,

motions.

reflex

most reflex motions as

explained

spontaneous reactions conforming

to conscious

sensa-

upon the psychic im-

laid special stress

But Joh. Muller considered the phenomena of
superfluous in the case of

altogether

as

reflex motions.

Joh. Muller said:

"As

regards the relation of sen-

sation to reflex motion, a consciousness of the former
all

necessary to produce the

opinion

the irritation

of

latter.

sensory

a

is

According to
nerve

spinal

causes centripetal action of the nervous impulse toward
the spinal cord.

reaches the sensorium

If the irritation

commune, we have

a conscious sensation.

If,

however,
it does

on account of the severance of the spinal cord
not reach the sensorium commune, it retains

all

its

form of centripetal action upon the spinal

power

in the

cord.

In both cases the centripetal action of a sensory
In the former case

nerve can produce reflex motion.
in

the latter case

sufficient to

caused only agreeable or disagreeable sensations, were

are

Whether

became

the centripetal action simultaneously

motions.

the

were excluded from

of plants

pendent of the spinal cord and the brain,

my

SCHNEIDER.

blinking

)

the domain of reflex motions.

not at

REFLEX MOTIONS.*

etc.

causes

and not the

All other motions occurring in the body of an animal, and

consciousness

From

this irritation

objects, (involuntary

perception of various

—

the

when

higher senses, only, however,

sensations, as for instance, sensations of pain,

the

it

sensation,

but in either case

did not;

it

is

produce centrifugal reflex motion."

This opinion, which Joh. Muller entertained, has to
present day been accepted as the most compre-

hensive definition of reflex motions.

Even

to-day only " motions which are the immediate

result of external

irritation

of

sensitive

a

and which have their physiological reason
connection of certain sensory

unanimously classed

as reflex

organism,

in the central

and motor nerves, are

motions."*

Strictly speaking, then, according to this conception,

neither such motions, as are due to

some phenomenon of

consciousness in addition to the mere material mechan•Translated from the German: Der menschliche Wille vom Standpunct
der neueren Entwickelungs Tkeorien. Berlin.

*Joh. Miiller,

Handbuch der

Physiologies Vol.

I.

p. 621.

THE OPEN
ism,

—nor

such motions as

are produced without a
nervous system, as for instance, move-

differentiated

ments of the lowest animals and of plants, can be

re-

garded as reflex motions.
Nevertheless

movements which animals, in
which only the lobes of the brain have been destroyed,
make, movements that very clearly indicate an adare due not only

come

in

into existence with-

On

the co-operation of the will- power.

the other

hand there is ho longer any hesitation in classing the
movements of lower animals, whose organization is entirely devoid of nerves, and also the movements of

— for instance, sun-dew, Venus

plants

etc., as reflex

The

we make

ments, which

fly-traps, sensitive

a great

number of

move-

suitable

are unintentionally called forth directly

by the perceptions of our eyes, and which result involuntarily.
Such movements, which I call instincts of
perception, are usually observable in

The

course of long and

much

ception and

The

sensations.

number

that a great

fright,

They

As

altogether

phenomena

produce

as

The

are

movements made in
made without having

i.

will-power proper, they have

as

"arbitrary

from

all

reflex

inherited; and

simply

gists in
ically

classify

to

motions."

have not been able

more

fully,

is

If

are or are not to be explained as being due solely to the

suitable

to

mechanism of the nerves, and the

material

arbitrariness

is

one time

at

and sometimes extended so
embrace also the sympathetic nervous system, and
the lower animals and plants, are no doubt due chiefly
sensor)- nerves of the brain,
as to

Among

the physiological

phenomena

there

is

no such

great difference as that which exists between physiolog-

and psychological processes.

Therefore

this great

difference must be duly observed.

The

processes in the lowest animals, in the plant or-

ganism and

in

phenomena

the

sympathetic nervous

much

system are

as those

which

them

still

the animal organism take place in the central nervous

Even

to-day

just as

in

system.

From
nomena

a purely physiological

standpoint, the

phe-

of motion occurring in the central nervous sys-

tem cannot be regarded

as differing radically

from those

to

we

Nobody

shall further

on

purely a psychological one, while

from the above mentioned

we were

be conmotions

physiological

these instincts of perception do not differ physiologically
in the least

to

reflex

all

has,

reflex motions.

can doubt that this difference, which
describe

motions are

whether

It

a characteristic attitude of psychol-

from the above mentioned

uncertainty as to what

sidered reflex motions, and

processes from psychological phenomena.

inform physiolowhat respect these movements differ psycholog-

ogists that they

to

logical processes.-

not sure whether or not these move-

it is

which this term has hitherto been used;
which can be explained as being due
the material mechanism and to purely physio-

to the lack of effort to distinguish purely physiological

ments depend entirely on the material mechanism which
is

individual objects at a distance, as reflex motions,

a

a physiological

motions.

reflex

however, been found necessary
physiologists are

is

as motions

e.

external sensory nerves, without the co-operation of the

further

it

which

in

in the sense in

ical

as

movements

a

are caused by the irritation of

standpoint been regarded

those

limited to the cerebro-spinal nerves, at another to the

intimately associated.

movements

to regard

are uninten-

and they are caused directly by the perceptions of sight and hearing, with which they are very
these

wrong

are conscious both of the irritation and the motion, or

ment of

definite object;

As

have already demonstrated elsewhere,

I

movements

of

anger or any other emotions.

hypnotic condition.

upon them.

or at least partly

we

are not an unnecessary adjunct

motions just enumerated, but these depend entirely

with which the domain of reflex actions

the case in the imitative

is

to the

of emotions

produced and their course determined through

fear,

same

They

a definite object.

expression

the perception by sight of such
joy,

depending solely
would have to acknowl-

The

depends directly upon per-

it

tionally

intentional actions can be explained as

all habits.

practiced and there-

fore frequently repeated actions, no longer depends on

individual intentions; but

shows

conscious

in asserting, that also the

even those movements which are caused by the discern-

motions.

of our actions has long ago demon-

analysis

strated that

we would

of consciousness are absolutely superfluous,

consciousness are not altogether superfluous, but have

— that

perception of an object

of consciousness, because they

plants,

ma-

phenomena

the

sensation, but to the

out

entirely on the
that the

beyond doubt caused by the phenomena

—

justment to external conditions,
distance, that are

the sense of sight, depend
mechanism of the nerves, and

on this mechanism. Then we
edge that all phenomena of consciousness are superfluous, and the question would arise as to what purpose
consciousness had developed in animals.
As has elsewhere been shown, the phenomena of

reflex motions, also those

to

697

made on
terial

be equally warranted

has been customary to designate as

it

COURT.

est
ical

phenomena

The

sympathetic nervous system,

in the

animals and

in

all

movements, which are caused by impressions

plants.

The former

in

the low-

are physiolog-

just as well as the latter.

difference

between the processes

nervous system and

all

in the

animal

other processes in animal and

due to the presence of the psychical
And if we wish to distinguish the
processes of irritation in the central nervous system of
plant organisms

reflex motions.

be so ingenuous as to assume that

occurring

element

in

is

the former.
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the higher animals from

other irritations in the ani-

all

mal and plant organism, it is only by means of the psychical impulse that we can do so.

We

might

also claim, that

from

a purely physiolog-

standpoint the irritations in the central nervous system

ical

are to be considered as radically different from the processes of other

movements

in the

animal organism, as

from those in plants, because in the former case
we have to deal only with differentiated sensory and
motor nerves.
If, however, we ask, " to what purpose this differentiation has developed," we must answer, that it is not to
produce a group of phenomena differing from other vital
also

physiological respects, but to render psy-

proces-ses in

movements

chical

that while
cesses

we

designate as reflex actions those very pro-

which take place

in the seat

the animal nervous system

in

of consciousness,

as reflex actions those

nomena

absurd,

to say

— and

we designate

that while

movements with which the phe-

of consciousness are invariably or generally con-

nected, and in the case of

which either the

the motion or both are plainly

felt,

as reflex motions only those processes of movements which can be explained as being due solely to
the material organism and in which the phenomena of

cept

consciousness are superfluous.

According
is

to this, the conception of reflex motions

partly physiological, in so far as

it

embraces purely

physiological processes, and partly psychological, in so
far as

it

relates only to the processes in the animal

—

electrical,

—

are independent of every

as they

in so far

phenomenon of

and have their causation

consciousness

properties of the organism, are to

in the physiological

all

movements which

plants

make

after being subjected

to particular irritations are purely physiological reflex

motions.

Thus

physiological reflex motions differ from purely

mechanical reflex motions as regards the physical pro-

which are

also called reflex motions, chiefly in

that they take place in living organisms only and have
their cause in the vegetative process of life.

Psychical reflex motions on the other hand are those
which are caused by the phenomena of consciousness
and which have their origin in the psychical properties
of the organism.

To

belongs every movement

this class

as

of

Such are

movement.

the

which,

all

We must moreover consider all movements in invertebrate animals, which by analogy we
may suppose to depend upon the phenomena of consciousness, as in the case of man, as psychical reflex
motions.

Two

mechanical phenomena, which are related to

form

motion.
(chemical

reaction).

as radically different, the conception of

which are

related to each other as cause

To acquire
movements

we must make

organisms

Similarly

a physiological

a better understanding of the processes of

in living

a distinc-

phenomena,

physiological and psychological phenomena.

effect.

As we

which

It

seems to

what move-

the

causes

the organism.

To

this class

solely to the material processes

nerves, but also those motions

when

or sympathetic

movements

irritated.

and

it is

simply a question of cause and

— and

as

we

distinguish

— and mechanical, physiological and psychological

which are due

tine

as cause

effects, respectively.

A

instance, the

form

various

some

organic

effect,

cannot trace psychical or physiological

processes to mechanical causes

belong not only

to be included.

reflex

the

and

and two psychical phe-

In each case, in the psychical as well as in the physi-

motions of the animal nervous system which
are independent of all phenomena of consciousness, and

all

;

distinguish mechanical, physiological and psychological

irritation,

that this definition leaves no doubt as to

ments are

motion

physiological phenomena,

and which

organism are

physiological properties of the organism.

me

Two

the material organization and the

in a living

caused by particular processes of
in

a mechanical reflex

groups of mechanical, physiological and
psychological phenomena, we must correspondingly also

a material kind,

have their origin

effect,

speak of a chemical reflex action

nomena, which are related to each other
effect, form a psychical reflex motion.
ological

Physiological reflex motions are processes of move-

we

reflex

tion between physiological and psychical reflex actions,
corresponding to the difference in the conceptions of

ments of

movements

the

system only.

But as, on the other hand, we must distinguish psychical from physiological phenomena, and regard both
altogether untenable.

which we

take place in the animal nervous

in vertebrates,

each other as cause and

is

in

are in the least degree conscious of the irritation as well

system.

which has obtained hitherto

Likewise

be considered physiological reflex motions.

nervous

reflex actions

animal

in those

whatever all movements that are the result of irritations,
no matter whether these be mechanical, chemical or

irritation or

— we nevertheless ac-

animal and organic ones, as also

organisms which have no differentiated nerve substance

cesses

possible.

certainly seems remarkable, not

It

nervous system has not yet become differentiated into
specific

in the

which are produced by

nervous system;

as,

for

of a segregated heart or intes-

In the lower animals, in which the

tation

physiological reflex motion

may

be produced by

external, mechanical or chemical cause, or the

may be

But
motions.

there

caused internally by the process of

are

In the

first

three

classes

of

of

psychical reflex

place psychical irritations

caused by external mechanical influences;
the successive results are as follows:

irri-

life

The

in

may be

which case

effect

of the

THE OPEN
mechanical cause

is

a physiological irritation, the irrita-

tation of sensory nerves;

and produces psychical

a cause

sensation and perception.

again becomes

irritation

this

form of

irritation in the

It is this last

named

irritation

which produces the psychical reflex motion, as impulse
and will; this effect again becomes a cause whose effect
is

another physiological

motor nerves; and
mechanical

this last at

such as the

effect,

the irritation of the

irritation,

length produces another

movement

of some part of

the body.

Secondly, the psychical reflex motion

by some physiological change
the psychical irritation

may

may be

caused

body; and lastly,
produced directly by

in the

also be

other psychical processes.

No

how

matter

may

motion

two psychical

begin, the

essential features

and

are the

links

once determine the process as

at

a psychological reflex motion.

When we compare physiological

and psychical reflex

motions which are produced by external causes, with the

mechanical reflex motion,
reflex

we

see that in physiological

motions the physiological cause and

inserted

between the two mechanical

links

effect

—and that

is

inserted

between the physiological

links, as

I

shall

Fig.

Mechanical Reflex Motion.

1.

to this

sneezing, vomiting, scratching, closing of the eye-

lids,

phenomena, but the most
an adult human being are com-

psychical reflex

are

etc.,

complicated actions of

effects, as I have shown in my
The Human Will.
Physiological phenomena differ from chemical and
mechanical phenomena in that the former serve a defin-

posed of several reflex

book

entitled

ite

purpose, the preservation of species.

of

life

In the process

of organisms those processes are always related,

and causatively connected and produce
the original connection of which

systematic

as

well

organisms shows

is

reflex motions,

favorable and thus

a

as

the individual

And

the

development of

gradual increase and higher develop-

ment of these suitable causal relations of various proAccording to the laws of evolution this seems
cesses.
For the fundamental principle of
to be self-evident.
the preservation of species

to preserve qualities that

is

preserve the species.

Thus

we

in the case

of

human

find suitable relations

—

i.

beings and other animals

e.

relations that are favor-

able to preservation between the nutriment taken and
the secretion of the glands;

gestion and the

the following diagrams:

in

According

individual psychical reflex processes.

not only a few involuntary motions such as coughing,

is

in

psychical reflex motions the psychical cause and effect

demonstrate

6 99

suitable for the preservation of the species.

with what causes the reflex

or

COURT.

movement

between the process of

di-

of the bowels; between the

nutriment taken and the rush of the blood to the digestive
organs; between the waste of the tissues and the supply
of nutriment by the blood, and between the consumption

and the frequency of the heart-beats and the movements
Mechanical

of respiration, etc.

These

Cause

suitable causal relations, all of

constitute the vegetative

Fig.

Physiological Reflex Motion.

2.

Mechanical Effect and

Physiological Effect and

Physiological Cause.

Mechanical Cause.

Mechanical

Mechanical

Cause.

Effect.

life,

which together

have gradually developed

according to the laws of evolution.

Numerous suitable causal relations between various
psychical phenomena have evolved from the same causes.
All the actions of a human being depend on the development

of these causal relations.

As we

shall

show more

fully

elsewhere these

suit-

between the feeling of hunger and
between the feeling of disgust
for
food;
the appetence
between the feeling
expectorate;
inclination
to
and the
between the
breathe;
the
desire
to
of
air
and
of a lack
able relations exist

Fig.

3.

Psychical Reflex Motion.

A

Physiological Eftect and

/

Psychical Cause.

Mechanical Eftect and

1

-A

Psychical Eftect and

\

Physiological Cause.
Physiological Effect and

\

perception of certain objects in the distance and the impulse to grab or to avoid them between the perception
;

Physiological Cause.

//

\\

Mechanical Cause.

Mechanical

Mechanical

Cause.

Effect.

Just as on the one hand,
processes may be resolved
all

cal

chemical

mechanical and chemi-

of an individual of the other sex and the feeling of love

and the sexual instinct; between the perception of danger and the impulse to flee from it, etc. Similarly,
analogous causal relations to those which exist between
perceptions and the corresponding impulses, are also

mechanical and

found between the conceptions (the reproductions of per-

reactions respectively, and on the other, all

ceptions and sensations) of desirable or pernicious objects
and the feeling of desire or repulsion that they produce.

physiological

phenomena may be

into

resolved into individ-

ual physiological reflex motions, so also

an analysis of

psychical phenomena shows that they are composed of

According

to this the various psychical reflex

are divided into three classes.

1.

motions

Those which are pro-
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duced by subjective sensations and by the immediate
with external objects.

contact

2.

Those which

are

caused by the perception of objects in the distance.
3.

Those which have

must distinguish between
1. Reflex motions due
2. Reflex motions due
Reflex motions due

This

classification

The

brain.

I

to sensation.
to perception.

emanate

due to conceptions originate in
the cortex and the corpora striata.
In the development of life in general and also in the
finally, the reflex actions

human

beings" reflex motions

due to sensation develop first; then, with these as
develop reflex actions due to perception and

By

due

dreamed my spirit broke the bars of sense
That hold the gates of consciousness shut fast,

Threw

to conceptions.

corresponds to the structure of the

individual development of

IMMORTALITY.

Thus we

from the spinal cord, the medulla oblongata, the cercbellum and the thalami optici. The reflex actions due to
perception proceed from the corpora quadrigemina, and,

reflex actions

in general, are

BY SOLOMON SOLIS-COHEN.

actions due to sensations

reflex

and all pheonly more or less composite reflex
motions combined according to definite laws.

nomena

their origin in conceptions (the

reproductions of sensations and perceptions).

3.

just as well as all physiological processes

a basis,

finally

to conceptions.

Into the

As

off the prison-garb of Self, and passed

wonder of omniscience.

mists that rise

from ocean, and condense

In clouds, in million rain-drops melt, at

Through brooks and
Primeval sea

— so do

And Whither

I

read the

When

souls rejoin All-Soul, cease they to be?

the successive and simultaneous combinations of

definite

groups and

produced.

DEATH.
BY

All of these belong to

classes of reflex

Out

phenomena, which

reflex

motions due to sensation and perception,

also be called sensory reflex motions, consti-

tute the instinctive actions.

Intentional actions or arbi-

movements, on the other hand, are composed of
reflex actions due to sensation, perception and conception; and this in the following manner
the latter always
form the first links in the chain of reflex motion, thus
always giving the first impulse for the action, while the
course of the actions is determined by the reflex motion
due to perception and sensation.
Thus, as we understand it, all processes of nature,
the inorganic
i. e. mechanical and chemical
as well as

Life

trary

—

—

phenomena. The relation of every
some cause is a reflex phenomenon. But with
reference to causal connection all phenomena, even the
psychical, are so related.
We are never able to do more
cesses are reflex
effect to

than merely trace these causal connections.

As long
ical,

as

we must

distinguish groups of

we

cannot yet

To

long as

we must

mechan-

phenomderive the phenomena of

be content to consider the processes

within such a group relatively, just so long must

we also

distinguish between mechanical, chemical, physiological

and psychical reflex
If

At

present the

SOCIAL STUDIES.
New York, Jan. 6, iSSS.
city of New York is one great seething cal-

dron of conventions, assemblies, unions, lodges and meetings of
every description, kept in agitation by the fires of social and
Proofs of the aggregation of wealth and
political discontent.
power in the hands of a few individuals and corporations who
control the activities of the country, and manifestos of resistance

against a system which

is

furnish the materials to keep

reducing the masses to machines,

up the

ebullition.

It is

needless to

say that professional agitators and politicians are the stokesmen.

A

few laboring men who have risen from the ranks of

their fel-

reward, devote their energies to this work with eminent success.

Among

the discontented

who

are divided into factions accord-

may be counted, first, the
who greatly outnumber any popular estimate. Many
citizen who makes no sign of his proclivities, is, in private,

ing to temperament and development,
Socialists,

a staid

Count him not therefore
bomb-throwing Anarchist, whose methods he detests, though
whose execution he deplores. The true Socialist is legally
an ardent propagandize!" of Socialism.
a

destructive as well as ardently constructive.

actions.

we examine the phenomena of will from this point
we see that the acts of will in a narrower sense,

of view,

the Editor:

lows, either through genuine convictions or for the sake of the

one of these groups directly from those of another; and
as

dissolved,

CORRESPONDENCE.

chemical, physiological and psychological

ena; as long as

is

Into the All.

—

the organic, and psychical as well as physiological pro-

B.

Nameless and aimless,
Armed with dread power,
Bringing the ending,
And by its call

counteract each other.

The

A.

of the future

Cometh an hour

not only combine, but also mutually augment, injure or

which may

stream meets sea,

forever gone?

There where the All is Thought, and Thought is One
Within the Infinite All, eternally,
The thought once bound in me, lives boundless on.

psychical reflex motions not only instinctive but also intentional actions are

Whence

of the soul.

Is the swift river- wave

When

last

rivers join again the vast

He

tries

to influ-

ence public opinion through newspapers, tracts and at the polls.
His raison it'c/re, too well-known to be enlarged upon, is founded
upon the possession by the few of the complicated means of pro-

:

THE OPEN COURT.
This condemns the wage-laborer to hard and hopeless
immense fortunes and creates classes, all ol
which is opposed to the genius of democracy. He claims that
because the workman has no means of competing with the capitalist, wholesale production constantly increases, while none of it

schools where social,

duction.

adidt

poverty, builds up

are studied with

own

accrues to his
about, not by

benefit.

He

declares that relief will be brought

abolishing the present system

wholesale, but by extending

He

it,

shorn of

its

of production at

individual or corpo-

have all production organized co-operaon under the direction and for the benefit of
He wishes to see the soil, belonging
the whole commonwealth.
rate head.

desires to

tively, to be carried

to all the people, tilled according

commerce
middlemen

to

scientific plan;

a

of speculation, and an

stripped

to

have

immense number

of

relegated to the ranks of producers; to have railroads

and telegraphs operated by the government, and to have lands
houses, factories, mines and machinery belong to the people and
not to an individual or to a corporation
He does not, however,
propose to abolish private property with capital, since a man may
either hoard or save his income as he chooses.
In a new social

system where each finds his place and his work, he hopes to see
the dawning of an earthly paradise.
With this end in view the Socialists of New York are doing
their utmost to send their own representatives into legislative
bodies who would introduce such measures as the reduction of the
hours of work, the prohibition of child-labor, and the payment of
equal wages for the same amount of work done by men and
women. They have already between fifty and sixty local Socials
comprising at least S.ooo members.
They have very lately
entered the political field in opposition to the United Labor party
under the leadership of Henry George, taking the name of the
Progressive Labor party. A busy place is their central office and
publishing house in Second avenue, whence books and tracts are
constantly issued. One of their ablest and most brilliant writers,
Lawrence Gronlund. who is an authority among them, lately
held long conversations with Mayor Hewitt upon socialistic top-

No

ics.

refutation of the land-tax theory of

Henry GeDrge has

been more able than that of Mr. Gronlund. It is believed by
competent judges that a book now in press at the Appleton's,
entitled Wealth and Progress, is the most complete refutation of
Henry George's theory yet given. The author, Geo. Gunton,

had two

Esq.,

articles in the

the preceding April,

The Knights

of

Forum, one

in

March, the other

in

which attracted great interest.
Labor were not organized as a political party,

nor are they acting as such.

In their Constitution they declare

1.

"

To make

industrial

and moral worth, not wealth, the

"To

problems

political

men who have tremendous

dependent upon their correct solution.
noteworthy fact that no person who sells or makes a
livelihood by the sale of intoxicating drinks, and no lawyer,
banker, gambler or stock-broker can be admitted to their rank>.
The Prohibitionists are rapidly growing in numbers and influence in New York. Several able advocates and workers for total
abstinence have lately come to the front, and they are reinforced
by the aid of the Woman's Christian Temperance Union, beside
many other women of influence who do not belong to the Union.
Apparently, the Prohibition party is a factor of more importance
interests

a

It is

in the politics of the State, not alone in

And

than the labor movement.

upon

founded

the city of

New

for the reason

this

composed of an

and

principle

York,

that

it

is

unpurchasable

constituency.
In this city, whatever

George

is

on the wane.

it

may

be outside, the influence of Henry

His following

not chiefly composed

is

<>f

who,
deeply convinced that sociologic changes are necessary and
imminent, welcome any doctrines presented so clearly and ably
as his own.
But for his peculiar views concerning land, his following would be much greater. A large percentage are kept in the
ranks through the magnetic eloquence of fervent Father McGlynn.
It is an open secret that certain Republican leaders aid and
abet the George party with the hope that it will draw more largely
from the Democratic ranks than from their own. As an offset,
the Democratic, although a liquor party, presents the anomaly of
encouraging the Prohibitionists for the purpose of weakening
their rivals, the Republicans, who chiefly fill the temperance
small-traders and

actual artisans, but of clerks,

theorizers

ranks.

One

of the kings upon the political chess-board of this State,

Governor

with that tact which always distinguishes him,

Hill,

has given good

By

Labor.

official positions to

this

means

some

of the leading

Knights of

that order, as an organization,

present deterred from participating in

or

the

is

for the

campaign.

the political

Either this order or the United Labor party

Progressive

they act under good
leadership, which will control the elections in this State and the

Labor

partv, hold the balance of

next Presidential election.
But another organization

is

power

if

coming

which

the front

to

establishing centers called Personal Liberty Leagues.
is

a sufficient explanation of

its

nature.

It

leagues are acting in conjunction with

secure to the workers the

which

militate against their interests.

those of foreign birth, believe

true standard of individual and national greatness.
2.

and

industrial

the earnestness of

is

Its

is

name

charged that these

who

liquor dealers,

are

determined to repeal the Sunday laws and the high-license law

aims are

their

or

full enjoyment of the
which to develop their

of their

Sunday

beer, yet

it

Many

citizens,

especially

unjust that they should be deprived

are

law-abiding men.

Acting with

them

are the keepers of the lowest dives and saloons, as well as

moral and social faculties; all of the benefits, recreaand pleasures of association in a word, to enable them to
share in the gains and honors of advancing civilization."
Following this preamble are twenty demands at the hands of
the State and of Congress, including the abrogation of all laws that
do not bear equally upon capital and labor; the levying of a
graduated income tax, and that, " in connection with the postoffice, the government shall organize financial exchanges, safe

those

who

deposits and facilities for the deposit of the savings of the people
in small

of the best and wisest of New York's citizens have lately and
publicly pronounced in favor of restoring to woman the right of

tutions,

full citizenship.

wealth they create, sufficient leisure

in

intellectual,

tion

;

sums." They also desire to establish co-operative instiand are enemies of the wage system, which, however, they
The land-tax
do not expect to see abolished in one generation
theory is not entertained by them as a body.
In the local assemblies of the Knights of Labor in New York
and its suburban cities there are at least 75,000 members. These
assemblies have been well called little republics in which the

members learn the duties of citizenship.

Or

better, they are

stand for personal liberty as

a principle.

Alarmed

by the growing influence of this party, many clergymen and
others are holding meetings in order to counteract its influence.

Among other methods adopted is to ascertain the sentiments ot
candidates for public offices with a view to defeat those who do
not pledge themselves to oppose the conspiracy against Sunday.
In this work

all

Meantime

"

Have

religion? "

denominations unite.

the

Woman

Suffrage party

these political

may

parties

aught

flourishing.

is

to

do with

Some

scientific

be asked.

Thev have everything

to

do with true religion.

Mutual

rights and duties, economics and ethics, incorporated in the plat-

form of one or another as a matter of party policy, are held sacred
bv a growing minority of leaders and of the rank and file. Dr.
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McGlynn

gives a series of lectures on the Spiritual, Rational,
Moral and Religious Characteristics of the Cross of the New
Crusade, in which he attempts to prove that this crusade is identical with primitive Christianity.
Woman's intuitional and ethical
nature is making itself felt in a greater degree than ever before,
and intellectual and moral discipline is the effect upon the average
workingman or woman who attend the meetings which are
organized in their behalf by party leaders. To compete with
their rivals, if for no other reason, they are compelled to furnish

modicum

give a

facts, to

and

individual,

of truth, to consider the

rights of the

with the theory and practice of
fervid bombast upon the flag or the

to deal carefully

No

industrial problems.

The times

republic passes muster now.

are learning to govern themselves

Men

are too critical.

—

are beginning to understand
what Democracy means. Women, too, are at work as a power.
At the fair held by the women belonging to the Anti-Poverty
Society, they cleared for its treasury no less than $15,000, and they
were almost entirely working-women. This society, moreover,
at its Sunday evening lectures, when the largest auditorium in
the city is more than filled, is a wonderful school to quicken,
inspire, instruct and elevate the mass of its members.
It is to be

noted as a sign of the times that
ally endorse

woman

all

these

suffrage.

new parties emphaticHester M. Poole.

REALITY AND ILLUSION AS TO SENSE.
To

Asbury Park, N.

the Editor:

"The

material world

about us

is

J.,

Jan.

reducible to sensations."

W. M.Salter's definition of idealism, as given in The
Open Court of October 3. That is good so far as it goes. Then
This

Mr.

is

two classes of idealists:
something

there are
egoistic

extra sensible

Those who
as the

not our

is

affirm a nonimmediate source and

purpose here to discuss the question of the

phenomena, but only to define an illusion of sense
discrimination from a real sensible object. To say that they

in

differ in their origin

A thing

tific.

is

what

is

illegitimate.

real effects.

phenomena

of demarkation

Whether

between the

illusive or real

— subjective

nature and origin

This

ject.

and

who

in

is

really non-egoistic, then a real

in old

is

a subjective state

— mistaken for a non-egoistic ob-

times was the universal notion on this subject;
now with all uneducated people and with all

universal

it is

are not idealists.

phenomena

all

and cause,

it

How
this

egoistic in their nature,

follows that real

of subjective

different classes

shall

we

and

illusive

if

As he

idealist.

not in their source

phenomena are only two

states.

define and discriminate these

question, without explicitly

stating

it,

two classes?

all idealists

To

of the

objects of sense.

There

then,

has an egoistic or subjective source and
the popular idealist defines the real and

sense-object just the

materialist.

This

is

all

illusive

and the

real

sense-object.

phenomena have an

equally fixed

is

various degrees.

no principle or rule in the
which we may discriminate real from

therefore

Still, this effort of Mr. Spencer has the merit of departing
from the antiquated method of finding a criterion in an unknown
cause. His effort implies that we are to find the criterion of
reality and illusion as to sensible phenomena in some comparison

and discrimination of classes of phenomena. This is the method
I have always followed; and in accordance with this method I
will furnish a criterion which I think will satisfy all idealists
who give it sufficient attention to understand it, unbiased by their
old, unknown and unimaginable non-egoistic criterion.
Now, as all phenomena are equally subjective states, and as
their source and cause is not directly known, our scientific procedure is to find out and describe what are the characteristics
which men have generally agreed to give to the real in distinction
from the illusive, and then to formulate this distinction into a
general law or principle. That principle is as follows:
The real sensible object is a phenomenon which conforms to all the
lazvs of sensible experience, and the illusive object is one which does

On

extended examination it will be found, I think, that this
that it covers all possible cases, without redundancy.
All phenomena are subjective states. Subjective states and the
subject in such states, are all that we ever know; and the direct
knowledge of more seems forever an intrinsic impossibility. The
known difference concerning these phenomena can therefore conis

a definition

;

jected by the operator,

01 illusive sense-object
far,

in

idea of persistence by

sense-object has a non-egoistic source and cause, while the unreal

So

is

phenomena persist in some
The same is true of
whal are called real objects. None of them are eternally persistent.
Few of them have exactly the same degree of temporal
persistence.
Some illusive phenomena persist longer and attract
wider and more various attention and confidence than some real

sist

illusive

It

allcauses

All illusive

science.

degree; and they persist

popular class give an implicit answer to the effect that they
their source and cause, and that the real

are discriminated by

cause.

As

not.

This view cannot be consistently held by any

makes

and unscienorigin.

and effects.
Hence, whether the cause be egoistic or otherwise, the effect,
whatever it be, is equally real.
Besides, as the non-ego is confessedly unknown, how can we
know whether a phenomenon is caused by it? We cannot have
any such knowledge, and we cannot, therefore, determine this
question by this method.
Mr. Spencer gives the word " persistence " as descriptive of
the real in distinction from the illusive sense phenomenon.
But
"persistence " is a very vague term. It is a term of quantity or degree, and it gives no hint of the amount and duration of persistence required to prove reality and disprove illusion.
It is too
utterly wanting in precision to be entitled to any place in

illusive objects of sense.

non-egoistic, and an illusion

its

relation to their causes

and those who claim that the individual ego is that immediate
source and cause. Of the latter class there is at least one advocate.
Against the second of these views Mr. Salter labors to
defend what he considers the more rational doctrine. He thinks
the charge of "illusion" is made against the true doctrine because it is not clearly seen and understood as implying a cause
beyond ourselves. This question of the nature of " illusion" or
reality is what I wish in this paper to discuss; and propose thence
to show that it has no logical bearing on the truth or reasonableness of Mr. Salter's notion of idealism.
What, then, are sense-illusion and sense-reality? According
to the old dualistic and materialistic notion, the answer would be
quite different from that furnished and required by idealism of
is

illogical

all effects are
Therefore, on this line of inquiry, on the relation of
to their causes and effects, we can never find any line

mere

every shade. If the sense-world

is

it is,

cause of this congeries of sensations called the material world;

object of sense

It

not real or unreal because of

whateverits source and cause.
are real causes, else they are not causes at all, so
reallyjust

ps3'chological
1888.

3,

It

origin of sense

same

as the old dualist

and old

doubtless one element of his popularity.

appears quite reasonable to the average mind, because he
far above and unlike.

is

He

not so

only

To

in their different relations to

the hypnotized subject

all

the laws of sense-experience.

the thoughts and experiences in-

however unreal or

irrational, are to his con-

sciousness just as real subjective states as any other experience of

himselfor any other man.

In what do they differ from the other

subjective states which are by

common

consent called true and

They do not conform to the known and
sensible experience. They are known to be
personal limitation and connection. The real
real?

universal laws of
peculiar in their
sensible object

is

THE OPEN
which everybody experiences or may experience, while the
is confined to one or a few, and to special conThis is the way in which men
ditions of the conscious subject.
always actually determine between illusion and reality. They

COURT.
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that

included,

illusive experience

self injustice in his statement, for in his quotation those are specified and no other " humbugged " converts mentioned.

could not fully and accurately formulate their method, but they

alism,"

follow

it

none the

less.

Just as

men may

though they

talk well,

cannot well expound grammar. This subject admits of endless
illustration, like Spencer's theory of Progress. Here we, however,

The Open Court

must stop or

Enough

will close to us.

has

been said to show that the question of sensible illusion and reality
has no connection with the question concerning the origin of sensible

A REPLY BY MR. WILLIAM
To

Wm.

phenomena, whether egoistic or non-egoistic.

the Editor:

In

my

October

article of

13,

to

I.

Gill.

endeavored to show that idealism did not necessarily imply that
there was nothing in existence but ourselves. This is the popular
understanding of idealism, and the position of some idealists. I
did not question that the latter had perfectly good right to be
called idealists I simply questioned whether they had an exclusive
right.
My use of the word illusion was simply incidental if I
had said simply "creation of the mind," all the purposes of my
article would have been served.
Popularly, "a creation of the
mind" is an " illusion," and I in so speaking simply followed popular usage.
My only object was to show that sensible phenomena, though subjective or ideal in their nature, were not such
;

;

creations.

As

to the real

meaning

of " illusion" I

am
I

my thoughts

afraid

question whether in

philosophical strictness the term "illusory" applies to sensations
to thoughts or expectations or hopes.
If I
can walk on the water or fly in the air, my state of
mind is illusory; for I cannot convert such a thought into actual
experience. Sensations are all real, whether I experience them
at

It

all.

imagine

applies

I

in the daylight or in

My

condition.

what

I

dreams, whether

hypnotic or natural

in a

if

I

imagine that

my dream I could see in day-time, or that the pains
given to me in a hypnotic state I should also experience

saw

that are

my

mistake or illusion would be

normal condition. All pain, all sound, all color are real.
An imaginary pain is an absurdity. I such an expression is
used, it can only mean that the pain would not exist under other
circumstances. All illusions or mistakes are in the mind and
made by the mind, not by the senses. This I have stated at
in a

I

length in the Journal of Speculative Philosophy, July, 1SS4, pp.
258-260.
I have been exceedingly interested in Mr. Gill's discusI

entirely agree with his criticism of Spencer's

criterion of "persistence;"

him without

at all giving

I

think

up

my

I

might

in

the

main agree with

contention as to the non-egoistic

origin of sensations, and only regret that

I

have not time

to con-

William M. Salter.

sider his position in detail.

REPLY TO MR. BENJAMIN CROSS.
Barre, Mass., Jan. 5, 1SS7.
Mr. Benjamin Cross will examine his own quotation from
my article in vour journal of August 18, 1SS7, he will perceive
that he abused himself where he states " I, as one of the class of
To

the Editor:

If

spiritualists

included in the so-called humbugged,"

etc.,

unless

Mr. Cross was "converted to its theories (spiritualism) by some
of the so-called mediums exposed by this commission," for he
quotes

me

Slade's and Mrs. Patterson's slate-writing, nor hardly Mr.

correctly

where he says

who have been converted

to

its

"

sealed (?) letter-reading, nor through

field's

many

of the

Mans-

mediums

exposed by the commission.

He goes on to relate phenomena through his niece, eleven
years old, and other children nine and ten years of age, and then
triumphantly inquires, "are they also humbugging me? Let
The great mistake with this gentleman
have asserted that all the phenomena
called spiritualism are a humbug, and that every one who manifested it was humbugging.
I never said any such thing.
How
could I when the phenomena have accompanied me all mv life,
and for thirty-six years similar mental phenomena, as he describes
in these children, were daily a part of my existence; 1S52-1S63
there was scarcely a day but what I " saiv" as I called it, for
more than one person, and was lecturing months in succession on
an average, daily. I called names and dates, diagnosed disease,
personated both the living and the dead, described accurately persons and places I have never seen, etc., and I know I was
imagining that

neither a

At

the believers in spiritualism

theories by any of the so-called

mediums exposed by this commission, will feel that they have been
most egregiously humbugged."
Now, was Mr. Cross "converted by * * * any of the so-called
mediums exposed by this commission? " If so, then he was certainly

humbug

I

nor humbugging.

it was spirits; but as I was constantly
and never entranced, I had full opportunity
to analyze my emotions, conditions and facts connected, therefore
perceived it was not spirits but the result of my own unconscious
powers. These little children, and thousands of others, are no
more humbugs than was I. This psychic force and mental perception is soon to be analyzed, classified and assigned to its proper
place, and until then I can afford to wait.
The time has passed
when every mystery not understood can, with reason and safely
be relegated to the land of spirits, as in the dark ages when a god
or goddess was supposed to have swallowed the moon during an

under

first

(1S52)

I

inferred

this influence

eclipse.

in

sion of the subject;

once that he has done him-

at

This gentleman says, " in thirty years of experience in spirituetc., by which I infer that he has been a believer all these
years, consequently could not have been converted through Mr.

lies in

Chicago, Jan. 10, 1S88.
which Mr. Gill refers, I simply

are not altogether satisfactory to myself.

he will perceive

Ella E. Gibson answer."

SALTER.

M.

if not,

I

have a theory that accounts

for the

genuine phenomena

about as fully as evolution accounts for what
not yet been discovered.

though,

let

it

be distinctly understood that

of the genuine
believe

a

phenomena

spirit exists or

WHAT
To

is.
All that is has
wrote only of exposed humbugging,

I

are caused by

ever did

IS

exist.

I

do not believe any
spirits,

Ella

for

/ do

not

E.

Gibson.

Dec.

22, 1SS7.

PRISON REFORM?

the Editor:

Abolish prisons, keepers, and

all

degrading

rules.

Institute

moral hospitals, with trained instructors and rules that will and
may be enforced without destroying self-respect. Abolish the
Abolish sentiment.
Institute treatment.
idea of punishment.
Abolish the slave-system of contract-labor. Work on State account with business principles. Make each hospital pay. Abolish the definite sentence; set the patient into society when he is
cured and not before. Abolish the death penalty; giving all an
opportunity of regaining their normal social and moral standing.
Set each discharged patient into society with all the rights and
All this may be accomplished by Act of
privileges of a citizen.
Legislature, and would certainly reform prisons.
The idea of punishment is as old as history. Old ideas are
tenacious of life, but they have to die sometime, and the time has
now arrived to kill and cremate this heathen idea of punishment.
Within the present century many acts were thought deserving
of punishment that to-day are thought best to be treated in a
The time was when insanity was punished
scientific manner.
with beating, stoning and death. Lunatics are not thought to
be deserving of punishment to-day, they are subjected to treat-
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ment. What makes the difference is that we of to-day recognize
the fact that lunatics are not possessed by devils, but are diseased.
No one outside of the detective force who has given two consecutive minutes of scientific thought to the subject of crime, but has
arrived at the truth that

it is

a disease

—a

disease of the morals.

Like consumption, it may be inherited or contracted, acute or
chronic.
Like mental disease, it takes many phases. It may be
moral imbecility, or moral lunacy; and each may be divided into
numberless forms of the disease, each bearing a distinct aspect of
Acknowledged a disease, how absurd to think of curing
its own.
Why not punish a small-pox patient into
it by punishment!
good health.
If it is treatment, not punishment, which the wrong-doer is to
receive, there is obviously no further use for prisons; and austere
officers must give way to instructors who are trained for their
work. To secure their position there they will have to show
something different from a record of the number of human beings
they have hustled into prison while serving as policemen or
deputy sheriffs. Recognizing the patient as a dual being there
will be no rules that crush the man, in the effort to suppress the
Indeed, the most of the rules may well be left for the
criminal.
inmates to formulate and enforce. This will develop strength of
character and elevate the man.
Common sense will teach that there should be no outside
No man
interference, as by contractors and their hangers-on.
can be morally educated when his whole being is in revolt at the
thought of being another man's slave ten hours out of each
twenty-four. With the State-account system those who are in

hampered with a

control of the hospital are not

stands between the

management and

third party

who

the patient, ever hungry

whose only exclamation when a
"Give me another! " With other heathen,

for the dollar to be gained, and

man

down

falls

ill is

the contractor must go.

The system of working on State-account is easily managed
on business principles. Surely the State can buy raw material as
cheap as can a citizen. The machinery for using this is not
monopolized by contractors. The markets are as open for the
State to sell its products as for Citizen Growback to sell his, nor
need there be injurious rivalry; no product of labor but has its
quoted price. It would be strange indeed if the State could not
forbid the sale of its products under price.

The

principle of profit as

now

defined,

will

be eliminated

from institutions for moral treatment. The profit to society will
yet be counted by dollars and cents, but on another basis.
Whereas an institution is now charged with the number ot dollars
it annually draws from the public treasury and is credited with
When reformed it will be
the number returned to the same.
charged not only with the dollars drawn trom the public
purse, but also with the difference (in dollars) between a
healthy, honest man and a sickly, dishonest foe to society.
It
will be debited with every failure to cure, and credited with every
cure made. This system will be easily established. The worth
The cost
to society of an honest, healthy man is well known.
to society for the maintenance of criminal courts, police, jails and
prisons is readily computed, as is the cost of depredations. Strike
a balance and charge the deficit to the present system of treating crime. Radically change the system, give it ten years' trial,
crediting it with the diminished cost of depredation, of catching,
trying and confining criminals, and we will plainly see where the
" profit"

is.

Little

need be said of indeterminate sentences.

tection of society plainly
let

No

demands

that

The

pro-

should be confined in an asylum for a definite length of
was recovered or not, and should be released
at the end of that time even though raging with madness.
The
definite sentence is an old idea, but it is heathenish and must go.
person

time, whether reason

Those who are in control of penal institutions meet with no
more pernicious influence than that exerted by certain wellmeaning but mistaken philanthropists, who are impelled by
kindly hearts to slop over with sentiment. No criminal is so
hard to reach as the one who fancies himself injured, or has a
grievance against society. Aside from treatment that compels

him to feel this resentment, there is no one thing which will so
quickly bring this feeling as to have some tender-hearted, benevolent person tell him that they think his penalty is far more
warrants; especially now that he has
promised to pray regularly, and has resolved to abandon his
wicked ways. One hour's conversation with this kind of a personage will make an ordinary convict feel that he is the most
severe than his offense

wronged individual

all who have anything
confinement are his mortal enemies.
He then straightway sets about formulating two plans: First, to
practice deception for the grace of his kind admirer; second, how
he can "get square" with those who are instrumental in keeping him in prison. This man goes out at the end of his sentence
a worse man than when he began it.
Under the reformed system of treatment the first lesson for
him to learn, would be the beneficent justice of his having been
placed there. His next lesson would be that there was no possible
chance for his release before death, unless he actually changed
his habit of thought and mode of life.
He would thus be thrown
upon his moral legs, and would not be long in learning to use
them, for he would see that it depended on himself whether he
was to remain for life, or for a short time. The judgement of his
development would be based on strictly ethical grounds. First,
would be observed his conduct; second, his character. This
latter is not so subtle and elusive as may be supposed.
Even with
the present crude system the Warden can correctly tell, in nine
cases out often, whether a man will go right or wrong when he
is

in

discharged.

how

velop the man's moral faculties
6et at liberty.

He might

in

How much

when

greater the surety, then,

discharge depends on his belief that the

man would go

the

right!

When the wrong-doer has been subjected to the thorough
treatment of this reformed system, and competent scientists (for
will be a science) have pronounced him a man of sound morals,
and good enough to be trusted with his freedom, what folly to
follow him with social and legal ostracism! The legal stumblingblock will be promptly removed. If he can be safely trusted at
large, he can safely be trusted at the ballot-box, and to give evidence in the courts. It does not follow that, because he has once
been convicted of violating a law, he now stands ready to sell his
vote and to perjure himself. If he is still that kind of a man, why
let him loose?
If he is not, why place him under this legal cloud?
It is often averred that an honest man cannot be made by
Act of Legislature. It may be so. One thing is certain, a dishonest man may be so made; and I am not alone in the belief
that laws may be so framed as to promote morality and rightit

doing.

All

At

laws are but the reflection of public opinion.

present one hour of one Sunday each year

is

given to the con-

of prisons and prisoners. This is something toward
forming a correct public opinion that can sometime crystalize into
statute law.
But the vastness of the subject, and its high and
immediate importance to society, would warrant the expenditure
Eugene Hough.
of more time and thought on the subject.
sideration

a criminal shall not be
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loose until he has recovered the use of his mi ral powers.

wise judge can foretell

the world, and that

do with keeping him

to

long a time

stifficientlv to

it

will take to de-

warrant his being

as well attempt to say ihat

some insane

To

the Editor:

Detroit, Mich., Dec.

November 10 is an interesting
George Stearns entitled "The Mystery of Gravity."
In your issue of

6, 18S7.

article

by

:

-

THE OPEN
If

tainly

an intervening ether " is in the line of truth and of explanation.
it should be demonstrated that an inraining ether pushed bodies

If

together, would

it

not be reasonable to infer that the cause of the

inraining of the ether was also the cause of what we now know
as gravitation? That instead of causing gravitation, it is caused

by it. That this action of the ether is but another instance of
matter obeying the same law. Does it really help to explain the
action of large masses, if we learn that small masses (i.e. luminiferous ether) are doing the same thing? Very truly, L.J. Ives.
Just before going to press the following telegram from Mr.
Hegeler* was received at the office of The Open Court:

Dr. Paul Cants, Care Open Court
Your testimonial in original and translation should be pub-

Have

lished in correction as editorial foot-note.

written.

Edward

C.

Hegeler.

Mr. Hegeler states in his letter that the item in the Chicago
Graphic demands some further explanation, which would best be
made bv publishing the testimonial given to Dr. Cams by the
authorities on his resigning the position as Oberlehrcr which he
held at the Royal Corps of Cadets in Dresden. " Oberlehrer"
is a degree which is higher than that of instructor at American
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anything could and would give light on this subject it cerwould be welcome. Mr. Stearns seems to think that the

idea of "attraction" as a prefix to gravitation is absurd.
While
the idea that masses of matter are " pushed " toward each other by
"

COURT.

John Keats.

By

Sidney

Colvin.

New York:

Harper

&

Brothers; 18S7.

There have been a great many contradictory opinions put
forward regarding the life and the life-work of John Keats. Thus,

—

from those who deny him any true poetic originality at all indeed,
charging him with taking the color of the writers he happened to

—

be reading at the time he wrote his poems to those who can only
give vent to their admiration in aesthetic superlatives, there is
obviously an intermediate region for even the most placid Philistine to express his opinion.
ate region without the

Mr. Colvin has taken

this intermedi-

can discern) of any
in this regard
Mr. Colvin

least sign (so far as

I

being visible, and
on the one hand, from Matthew Arnold's supercilious
attitude toward Keats, and on the other, from Mr. Swinburne's
fantastic and "over-languaged" spouting.
I do not know that Mr. Colvin
has shed much further light
on the few brief facts of Keats' life. The poet was born on the
Philistinism

differs,

29th of October, 1795, in London, and his parents being in very
humble circumstances the great struggle of his life, as I gather

Koniglich SHchsisches Kadetten Korps.
Herr Oberlehrer Dr. Carus
hat die Entlassung von seiner dermaligen Stellung mit Ostern
dieses Jahres naehgesucht und erhalten, weil er sich mit seinen
Ansichten iiber Religion nichl in Uebereinstimmung befindet mit
dem christlichen Geiste, in welchem Erziehung und Unterricht
im Kadettenkorps geleitet werden sollen. Er hat diese Ansichten
iiber Religion in einer im Sommer vorigen Jahres veroffentlichten
Brochure bekannt gegeben, ist mit denselben sonst aber in keiner
Weise, weder beim Unterricht, noch bei anderen Gelegenheiten

from Mr. Colvin's account, was to "break his birth's invidious
bar."
We follow Keats from the time he goes to Mr. Cowden
Clarke's school, at Enfield, until 1810, when he apprenticed for
five years to a country doctor, at Edmunton.
Of course the turning point in the poet's life was when, in his seventeenth year, Mr.
Clarke put into his hands the Ftsrie 3ueene, and led to the
study of Chaucer and Shakespeare. In 181 7, Keats gave to the
world selections from his first attempts in verse, and in 1S1S, Endymion appeared. Mr. Colvin shows how baseless the notion —
spread by Byron that Keats was " killed off by one critique." On
the contrary, the poet suffered from a number of causes.
He
carried within him the seeds of family disease; he was alternately
thrown into a high state of feverish excitement and then into deep
dejection by melancholia; he was torn and distracted by a passion
for a woman wholly unsuited to him; he finally was vexed and
harassed by the want of money and the wherewithal for, as
Edmund Clarence Stedman well says in his recent paper on
modern poets, it is a mistake to think that poets, like caged birds,

provocirend hervorgetreten.

sing better for starving.

Herr Dr. Carus hat wiihrend der Dauer seiner Anstellung am
Koniglichen Kadettenkorps in den Klassen Untertertia und Quarta

Mr. Colvin has apparently given but slight heed to Keats'
Fanny Brawne. In this, we think, he erred; because
no matter how much one may regret their appearance, the biographer of Keats must use them intelligently and discriminately
No one can help feeling
as showing the character of the man.
that the last days of Keats were rendered doubly painful on ac-

colleges, while the

title

professor

is

reserved as a further distinction.

Complying with Mr. Hegeler's wish

a

copy of the document

referred to and a translation thereof are appended:

Unterricht

in

verschiedenen

Disciplinen, vorzugsweise aber in

Lateinischer und Deutscher Sprache und Geschichte ertheilt und
dabei praktische Befahigung und sicheres Wissen gezeigt.

Dresden, den

iyten Februar, 1S81.
(§ ez: )

[L. S-]

von Bulow,

Oberst und Kommandeur.

Royal Corps of Cadets of Saxony.

H

rr

Oberlehrer Dr. Carus

has tendered his resignation for the position which he has heretofore held.
The resignation has been accepted and is to go into
effect

on Easter of

this year.

He

resigns because his religious

views are not in harmony with the Christian spirit, in accordance
with which the training and education of the Corps of Cadets should
be conducted. He has published his religious views in a pamphlet
which appeared last summer. But he has in no wise neither in
obtruded these opinions.
his teaching nor on other occasions
Dr. Carus, during his appointment at the Corps of Cadets,
has given instruction in various branches, but especially in the
Latin and German languages and in history, and has always shown
practical ability and thorough knowledge.
Dresden, February 17, 1SS1.
(Signed) von Bulow,
pL y I
Colonel and Commander of the Corps.

—

—

*

*.

Olllp.trc this item with the foot-note

on page 694.

—

;

letters to

count of what he himself calls his "horribly vivid" imagination.

He was

ear."
There cerwhose nervous papilhe
so burningly electric. Says James

in bitter truth " all touch, all eye, all

tainly has not been in recent times a poet

were so acutely
Russell Lowell:

sensitive,
"

Was

he (Keats) cheerful, he

'

hops about the

gravel with the sparrows'; was he morbid, he 'would reject a

Petrarchal coronation, on account of

my

dying

day.' "

And now

come.
When Keats fled away to Italy to die, he felt more keenly
than ever that he was worth saving. Then, he asked that his
" Here lies one whose name was turit in -.voter."
epitaph might be
Thus, on the 23d of February, 1821, there passed away in the
modest lodging at Rome a great poet, but "the world knew him
the end

is

:

not."

re-read the legacy beIt was only after people read and
queathed them that they said, "Oh! the pity of it. Here was
a sword snapped and thrown away before the fight was half over.
Here was one of the corner-stones of a noble temple, never
builded.

and of

Let us take

his death."

home

the lesson and example of his

life

—
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And
vin, to

was accordingly done.

this

which

In the language of Mr. Col-

among Keats' successors on
was Hood, in the fairy and romance
poems of his Earlier time. The dominant poet of the Victorian
age, Tennyson, has been profoundly influenced by it, both in
the form, and the matter of his art, and is indeed the heir of
Keats and Wordsworth in almost equal degrees.
After, or
together with Coleridge, Keats has also contributed most among
English writers to the poetic method and ideals of Rossetti and
Himself, as we have seen, alike by gifts and a true
his group.
child of the Elizabethans, he thus stands in the most direct line
of descent between the great poets of that age and, whom posterity
"The

whom

considerable writer

first

his

example took

effect

has yet to estimate, of our

own

&

L. J.

day."

By James

Legends from Story-Land.
C. H. Kerr

Vance.
Chicago:

Vila Blake.

Co.

book

and
have sometimes felt a little like quarreling with Mr. Blake's written style on the ground that it cultivates simplicity of diction beyond the bounds of ease and naturalness, but here the quaint, simple phrasing of the legends from
story-land forms a fitting garment for the stories themselves.
Mr. Blake treats every subject of which he writes from the
double point of view of scholar and poet, bringing to the discussion of his chosen themes much nice and critical knowledge, gathered from what many would consider rather dry sources of learning, together with a delicate and loving insight which only the
poetic order of mind is capable of. There are twelve of these
legends retold here, accompanied by a brief preface entitled
" Story-Land," and a word of conclusion on " The Open."
Story-Land is the name of the place where "the story-language is spoken " in the days when men thought over the things
they saw in the world about them, but " as they knew little, the
better part of their thinking was wondering." Each of the legends
is found to contain two meanings, the true and the untrue, by
which is meant the poetic and the literal. "One meaning is just
what the words say * * * the other meaning is some spiritual or moral truth, which lies tenderly packed in the woods." The
spiritual or moral truth which the writer aims to unfold in such legends as " Tiresias " and " St. Thomas," is always of the most genThis

style, as

little

it is

eral order.

unique.

The

is

as pleasing, both in subject-matter

We

spirit of

modern

scientific analysis

given to

defi

There is no
make the story of "Balder" and the rest convey any par-

nite classification of everything,

attempt to

is

noticeably absent.

and circumscribed truth after the manner of those critics
on Angelo's Moses into remnants of
ancient sun-worship.
Doubtless Mr. Blake's book would have
ticular

who

rationalize the horns

possessed additional interest

if

a greater variety of interpretation

had been put upon the different stories
lay outside the author's intention,

it

told,

offers

no

but as this evidently
fair

point of

criti-

These legends from Story-Land are written with the single
purpose of separating that which is of a false, fleeting character
in all such literature from that which, because it embodies some
living idea or principle, is lasting and true.
Mr. Blake compares
the Story-Land in which he has found these legends to the woodland, full of mingled light and shadow, that primeval state "in
which the people speak their religion in strange, wild tales of
wonders and signs." Around the woodland is the Open, "the
blooming-place ot knowledge," and in the Open is the spire of a
rational faith and worship built on knowledge.
The book is an attractive specimen of the book-maker's art,
being handsomely printed on enameled paper and bound in
dainty and original design.
Each of the twelve legends is appropriately illustrated.
The sketches are all good in design and help
cism.

to tell the stories,

part of the

work

is

but

it

is

Mr. Kennan contributes to the January Century an article on
Russian Provincial Prisons," based on personal investigation, in
which he gives a minute account of the Knock Alphabet, the
means of intercommunication resorted to by the Russian prisoners.
The Lincoln biography deals with the formation of the
cabinet, richly illustrated with excellent portraits of the various
members. W.J. Stillman has a very interesting sketch of John
Ruskin, accompanied by an excellent frontispiece portrait. In fiction there are contributions by Cable, Eggleston and Stockton.
In poetry there is a very pathetic dialect poem by James Whitcomb Riley, entitled " The Old Man and Jim."
"

subscribe,

I

to

be regretted that the mechanical

not of a higher order.

c.

p.

w.

Nicholas is

magazine for young folks ofall ages,
time awakening to life's realities as
well as for those who are entering upon second childhood. The
January number opens with a beautiful poem by John G Whittier, "The Brown Dwarf of Riigen," very daintily illustrated by
E. H. Blashfield.
Henry W. Jessup, who spent so many years
St.

for those

who

truly a

are for the

first

as a missionary in Arabia, contributes

a novel and interesting
on the " Amusements of Arab Children." Mrs. Pennell
gives an amusing description of the " London Christmas Pantomimes," including the recent representation of "Alice in Wonderland." Other features of the number are a description of "A
Girls' Military Company," written by Lieutenant W. R. Hamilton,
and a seasonable story, telling " Where the Christmas-tree Grew."
article

The

leading article in Scribner's Magazine for January

richly illustrated

Arms."

magne

It

paper by

E.

H.

Blashfield,

— "The

a

is

Man

at

gives the history of armor from the time of Charle-

armor in the Fifteenth Century. The
upon old MSS., old prints, and upon the

to the perfection of

illustrations are based

military manikins in the Paris

Museum

of Artillery.

Many

of

the suits of armor described are connected with famous charac-

and fiction.
Robert Louis Stevenson conChapter on Dreams," in which the origin of " Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" is incidentally related. Interesting illustrated articles are "The Great Pyramid," by Edward L. Wilson,
and "Japanese Art, Artists, and Artisans," by William Elliot
Griffis.
"The End of the Beginning" is a subtle, psychological
sketch by George A. Hibbard, which must come home to many a
one. There are also poems by C. P. Cranch and T. B. Aldrich.
ters

of history

tributes "

A

Never more

popular and prosperous than to-day, the MagaAmerican History opens its nineteenth volume with a won" Thurlow Weed's Home
derfully interesting January number.
in New York City," where the great politician resided during the
last seventeen years of his life, is richly illustrated with exterior
and interior views, and an admirable portrait of Mr. Weed in his
later years is the frontispiece to the number.
The graphic
and informing description of the house, and its distinguished
occupant, is from the ready pen of the editor of the magazine, who
introduces an account of Mr. Weed's marvelous experience in
France at a critical period in our civil war, in his own exact language. A fac simile of one of President Lincoln's letters to Mr.
Weed accompanies this valuable paper. Other interesting articles
are " General Andrew Jackson's Account of the Battle of Horseshoe in 1814," never before published, by Gen. Marcus J. Wright.
"The Discovery of Yucatan," by Alice D. Le Plongeon, and the
"Historical Sketch of Christ Church, New York City," an able
and authoritative paper by William J. Davis.
zine of

The

Popular Science Monthly for January opens with an
by David A. Wells, "Governmental Interference with Production and Distribution," which is devoted to the subject which
President Cleveland's message has made for the moment uppermost in American thought high and low tariffs. In " Evolution and Religious Thought," Professor Joseph Le Conte shows
how theological ideas have gradually and from time to time, sufarticle

—

—
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fered modification

accordance with new views of Nature

in

To

covered by science.

What

the question,

acceptance of the law of evolution on

the universal

dis-

will be the effect of

religious

thought, he replies:
"

There can be no doubt Unit evolution, as a law affecting all science and
every department of Nature, must fundamentally effect the whole realm of
thought and profoundly modify our traditional views of Nature, of God, and ot
man. There can be no doubt that we are now on the eve ot a great revolution.
But, as in

all

great revolutions, so in this, the

fears as to

first

its

effects are

To many, even friends and foes of Christianity, evoluseems to sweep away the whole foundation not only of Christianity, but
of all religion and morals, by demonstrating a universal materialism. Many
are ready to cry out in anguish, " Ye have taken away our gods, what have
we more? Ye have destroyed our deepest hopes and noblest aspirations, what
more is left worth living for? Bat I think all who are at all familiar with the
history of the so-called conflict between religion and science will admit this is
not the first time this cry has been raised against science. They have heard
this danger cry so often that they begin to regard it as little more than a wolf-

some
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uncorked.

At

quickly written, and the

affair

bottles

last

paper would

a

would be

settled.

be

am

I

thankful that you have not adopted this method. Moreover,

my

would defend

I

household rights, even against

the king."
" It

value

vain,

is

of the

it

appears to me, to speak to you of the

manuscript,"

interposed

the

Professor,

greatlv exaggerated.

tion

cry

— scientific wolt

in the religious fold."

and Language " is
Horatio Hale in which language
"

Race

thoughtful article by
put forward as the chief and

is

"

would be of no

It

avail," said the proprietor.

questionable whether such a curiosity, even

my

your branch of learning,

from what you say
treasure

onlv

I

my

choose to sacrifice myself for an improbability.

my

BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.

blood

demeanor

cold

He, with

boil.

III.— Concluded.

of the

man made

difficult)

,

This

is

answer, Heir Professor."

The

Professor again stepped silently to the window.
who, although indignant, had restrained himself,
felt that it was time to put an end to the conversation,
and rose to take his departure. " So you have given us
Fritz,

THE LOST MANUSCRIPT.*
The

it

do not believe that such a
propertv, and I do not

surest criterion of race affiliations.

CHAPTER

As

know

but neither for myself nor for you

;

concealed on

is

I

is

"The Psychology ot Joking "
an interesting discussion by Dr. J. H.Jackson v in which we are
glad to see a good word said for punning.

It is

found on

if

property, would be of essential value to myself.

to the value to

will I stir a finger, because

very

a

severely.

the Professor's

controlled

your

final

decision?"

" I regret

his rising

that

can give you no other answer,"

I

anger, and, approaching the

replied the proprietor, compassionately, looking at the

bevy of sparrows

two

another.

"
If

The

you

At

last,

that

window, looked out at a
were twittering angrily at one

turning round, he began:

persist

we

shall certainly leave

you with

know how

possible importance of our communication.

unable to avoid

this

meeting, although

a feeling

to appreciate the

I

I

have been

was aware how

uncertain are the impressions formed in a

first

interview

Our communication would perhaps
have received more attention if it had come to you
through the medium of your government, accompanied
by a requisition to commence an active research."
with strangers.

"

Do you

"
regret that you have not taken this course?

asked the proprietor, laughing.
"

To

official

"

speak frankly, no.

I

have no confidence

in

protocols in such matters."

Nor have

answered the proprietor, drily.
Governor is at a distance,
and we are surrounded by foreign dominions. I have
nothing to do with the court; years pass without my
going there; the government does not bother us, and
If my government
in my disttict I control the police.
were to attribute importance to your wishes, they would
probably call for a report from me, and that would cost
" Ours

is

I,"

a small province, the

me

Perhaps, if
a sheet of paper and an hour's writing.
you made enough ado, they might also send a commisThese would announce themselves
sion to my house.
to me about dinner time, and I should take them to the
cellars after dinner; they would, for form's sake, knock
a little upon the walls, and I meanwhile would have
Copyright.

am

really

so far out of your way.

possessor of a house has the right of refusal.

of regret that you do not

"I

strangers.

If

sorry that you have

come

my

farm,

you

desire to see

every door shall be opened to you.

The

my

walls of

am, moreover, ready to keep

house I open to no one. I
vour communication a secret, and the more

would

also be to

"Your

my own

as this

so,

interest."

any researches on your propertv makes any further secrecy unnecessary," answered
"All that remains to my friend now is to
the Doctor.
refusal to allow

publish his discovery in
will then have done

some

his duty,

more successful with you then

He

scientific periodical.

and perhaps others

we have

may

be

been."

" Confound you, sir;
Will
you tell your story
you
mean?
what the devil do
will think very
Probably
these
to your colleagues?
much as you do."
"Undoubtedly hundreds will view the matter exactly
as we do, and will also condemn your refusal," exclaimed

The

proprietor started up.

the Doctor.

how you judge me is
me; I am perfectly willing

a matter of indifference

" Sir,

to

black as your

proprietor, indignantly.

no

avail.

to

Hang

the

" But

monks and

me

have you paint

as

allow," exclaimed the

love of truth will
I

see that

all

will

their treasure!

be ot

Now

I

may every Sunday and every hour of your vacation
expect a visit like this one strange people with spectacles
and umbrellas, who will claim the right to creep under

—

the

wooden

trestles

of

ceiling of the nursery.

The

my
The

dairy, and to climb on
devil take this Tacitus!

Professor took his hat.

"We

of you," and went toward the door.

beg

the
"

to take leave
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" Stop,

my good

gentlemen," cried the host, discom-

would rather deal with you
two than have an incessant pilgrimage of your colWait a moment, and I will make this proposileagues.
tion to you.
You, yourselves, shall go through my
house, from garret to cellar; it is a severe tax upon me
posed; " not so quickly.

my

and
If

vou

I

but

household,

you think

find a place that

On

over.

talk

it

will

be

silent

here before
ficiently

me

unfortunate rumor,

will

you

object of your visit

laborers are already suf-

you encourage
cannot answer for it that the

without

excited

we
that

suspicious,

to the

My

people.

I

my own

will not occur to

the sacrifice.

the other hand, promise

with respect

my

make

will

I

this;

if

—he pointed
ness,
in

and

to

Be

must go

I

scholars and are crack-brained"

"

What the)'

imagine

mad-

is

only give in to them in order to have peace

I

the future.

people.

two

are

to his head.

cautious, Use;

They appear
may trust."

remain near the house.

honest fools, but the devil

"I have no
"the house

is

know

do not

I

the

to the farm, but will tell the Inspector

fear, father,"

full of

people;

to

me two

answered the daughter;

we

be able to man-

shall

age."
"

Take

care that none of the maids are about, whilst

this

the strangers are sounding the walls and measuring.

idea

For the rest, they do not look to me as if they would
find much, even though all the walls were built up with
books.
But you must not allow them to break through

people to break through the

at a corner of the house.
My house is
open to you the whole day as long as you are my guests.
But then, when you speak or write concerning the matter, I demand that you shall add that you have done all
in your power to search through my house, but have found
Will you enter into this compact with me?"
nothing.

foundation-wall

The Doctor looked

"They

tone:

doubtfully at the Professor to

or injure the walls."
"

I

"

understand, father," said the daughter.

remain

Do

thev

dinner?"

to

" Yes, your duty will continue

The

evening.

till

housekeeper can superintend the dairy for you."

The

fragments of the conversation

heard

friends

whether the pride of his friend would stoop to such
Contrary to his expectation, the countea condition.
nance of the scholar was radiant with joy, and he
answered
"You have mistaken us on one point. We do not
desire to take away the concealed manuscript from your
possession, but we have only come to persuade you to
make the experiment. It seems very likely to us, that

first words of instruction
window, and talked aloud
about the great accumulation of straw on the top of the
barn, which, according to the Doctor, was a stork's nest,

we, in a strange house, not knowing the rooms, and
unused to this kind of research, shall find nothing.
If, however, we do not shun the ludicrous position in

position.

which vou would place us, and accept your offer, we do
it only in the hope that, during our stay here, we shall
succeed in awakening in you a greater interest in the

Doctor.

see

:

possible discovery."

The

"

that

The

I

take in the matter

consider your duty.

me from accompanying

to the care of

He

my

you.

I

My

is

You

should be forgotten as soon as possible.

it

may do what you
vents

only interest

business pre-

you

shall consign

daughter."

opened the door of the adjoining room and called

"Use!"
proprietor

went

into the next

I

versities here.

They

are looking for a

supposed to have been concealed

Conduct them through
rooms to them."
" But, father
"
be."

It

the

in

house and

book which

uncomfortable for us

But

to her

we

open

and spoke

to continue in

the

all

"It

this

very

is

humiliating

can only convince the proprietor by

our perseverance."

Perhaps we may yet discover something," said the
"I have some experience in masonry. Asa
boy I found opportunity while our house was building,
"

to obtain

alone.

a fair
rafters.

Do you

degree of knowledge
It

is

in

statics

and

well that the tyrant leaves us

entertain the daughter,

I

will

mean-

while sound the walls."

Whoever has followed an uncertain scent knows full
how difficult on a near approach are things which

well

appeared easy. While at first the deceitful
Goddess of Hope paints all favorable chances in bright

at a distance

colors,

the very

The

work

of searching raises

all

possible

alluring picture fades, despondency and
it;

and what

beginning was a happy venture becomes

at last a

in the

mere

effort of perseverance.

CHAPTER

is

IV.

THE OLD HOUSE.
The

proprietor re-entered with his

whip

in his

hand

and behind him the stately maiden of the churchyard.
"Here is my daughter Use; she will represent me."

" interposed the daughter.

approached closer

But intermingled with

Professor said in a low tone:

our house ages ago.

matters not," continued the proprietor, "

He

on such a height.

this talk the

weariness cast their shadows across

"Come

room.

have a special commission for you to-day.
There are two strange gentlemen from one of the Uni-

here, Use,

the

the

while the Professor maintained that storks did not build
their nests

doubts.

" Here, father," answered a rich-toned voice.

The

after

they went quickly to

climbing

proprietor shook his head, and shrugged his

shoulders.

through the door;

it

must

in a

low

The

friends

bowed.

It

was the same

beautiful coun-

tenance; but instead of exalted emotion, there

now

rested
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on her features a business-like dignity. She greeted the
gentlemen calmly, and invited them to breakfast in the

She expressed

next room.

melodious voice.
table;

mor

— on him

it

our custom," said the host,

is

also the presence of the

"

softening influence.

We

meet again

sit

down

at

better hu-

in

daughter had

So

noon."

at

a

saving, he departed.

The

friends followed into the next

There were

dining-room.

middle

a

long table,

covers were

the upper end

at

The young

laid.

room

—

a

large

chairs along the wall; in the

of which three

girl seated

herself be-

tween the gentlemen and offered them a cold repast" When I saw you in the churchyard, I thought that
you would visit mv father; the table has been set
The friends ate a little, and
for you for some time."
her
still
more.
thanked
" I regret that our coming should make such a demand on your time," said the Professor, gravely.
" My task is easv," answered the young girl.
" I fear
will
give
you
more
trouble.
There
are
manv
that vours
sitting-rooms in the house as well as bedrooms and attics."
" I have already told your father," answered the Professor,

laughing, " that

amine the building
as curious people

house, in so far as
"
ers,"

The
said

house
Use:

The

who
it

it

like

is

not our intention to ex-

masons.

Pray look upon

only wish to see

this

would otherwise be opened

may

us

remarkable
to guests."

be considered remarkable by strang-

"we like it
mv father

roomy; and when

possession of the estate,

because

it

warm and

is

had been some years in
and had the means to do so, he

had the house comfortably arranged to please my deceased mother.
We require plenty of room, as I have

younger brothers and sisters, and it is a large estate.
officials of the farm eat with us; then there are the
tutor and Mamselle, and in the servants' hall there are
also twenty people."
The Doctor regarded his neighbor with a look of
disappointment.
What had become of the Sibyl? She
spoke sensibly and very much like a citizen with her
something might be accomplished.
" As we are searching for hollow spaces,'' he began
slyly, " we would rather trust to your guidance, if you
would tell us whether there are any places in the wall,
or on the ground, or anywhere here in the house, that
"
vou know of, which could be discovered by knocking?
" Oh, there are plenty of such places!" answered
"If, in my room, one knocks upon the wall at the
Use.
back of the small cupboard, it is evident there is an
empty space behind then there is the flagstone under
the stairs, and many flags in the kitchen, and still more
in other parts of the house, regarding which every one
six

The

;

;

has his conjectures."

hi-,

memorandum book

inspection of the house began.

the

Doctor with extended arms could not span

the depths of the

window

took the sounding and

The

was a fine
were so thick

It

old building; the walls of the lower story
that

" Before you begin your search you must

my

The Doctor had taken out
and noted the suspicious places.

herself simply, but again the

with admiration to the deep tones of her

friends listened
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niches.

He

eagerly under-

began measuring the

walls.

were partly hewn in the rock. In some
places the rough stone still projected, and one could
perceive where the wall rested on the rock.
There
were vast vaults, the small windows in the top of
which were protected by strong iron bars,— -in ancient
cellars

times a secure refuge against the shot and assault of

All was dry and hollow, for the house

the enemy.

was

built, as the

suggested

Doctor had already before so acutelv

speaking of old buildings, with external

in

and internal walls, and between them rubbish and
crumbled stone. Naturally, therefore, the walls in many
places sounded as hollow as a gourd.
The Doctor

knocked, and diligently took note.

The knuckles

of

hand became white and swelled, hut the number
of good places discouraged him.
From the cellar they went to the ground-floor. In
the kitchen, kettles and pots were steaming, and the
women who were working looked with curiosity at the
demeanor of the strangers, for the Doctor kept stamping
with his heel on the stone floor, and with his hands
sounded the blackened side-wall of the hearth. Behind
his

were storerooms and the
they found a

woman

in

In one of these
visitors' rooms.
mourning, occupied in arrang-

It was the mother from the churchvard.
She approached the strangers, and thanked them for

ing the beds.

having helped

to

pay the

honors to her child.

last

The

wiped her eyes with
her apron and returned to her work.
"I begged her to remain at home to-day," said Use,
"but she would not. It would, she thought, be good
for her to have something to do, and we would need
her help as you were coming to us."
friends spoke kindly to her; she

It

pleased our learned

members of the house,

men

at least,

to see that

by the female

they were considered as

guests entitled to remain.

They went over

the other side of the ground-floor,

and once more examined the simple room in which they
had been first received. Behind it lay the private room
of the proprietor, a small unadorned chamber, in which
were a press with shooting and riding gear, and a shelf
for deeds and books; over the bed hung a sword and
pistols,

and on the writing-table there was a small model

of a machine, and samples of corn and seeds

bags; against the wall stood,

in military

in

small

array, gigantic

water-boots, Russian leather boots, and top-boots for
riding; and in the further corner half-boots of calf skin.

In the next

room

swers of children

the)'
in

heard a man's voice, and the an-

regular succession.
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"

That

is

As
The

the school-room," said Use, smiling.

the door opened, both solo and chorus stopped.
teacher,

with an

student

intelligent

face,

return the greeting of the newcomers.

The

a

rose

stared with astonishment at the unexpected interruption.

Three boys and three

girls sat at

"Those

fair-haired race.

two

tables, a vigorous,

are Clara, Luise, Rickchen,

Hans, Ernest, and Franz."
of her

picture

sister,

The

bow.

as

having

if

sufficiently

dropped down into

made

their

sitting gi'imly

old,

up, and a
courtesy.

a

made an

inef-

strangers, and then,

over

for his next

and asked the tutor,
"

He

"

It is

The

answer.

"How

is

book

Use stroked

his hair,

when

father

are expecting him, or

when we hope for some good news by the postman.
And when frequently our brother Franz declares he
go into the world away from his father and family,
he thinks that the roads there will always look like a

too difficult," cried

footpath bordered with willow trees."
" Is Franz the pet?" asked the Professor.

"He

is

my

while he was

we

baby-brother;

mere

a

still

our good mother

lost

The poor

infant.

Franz,

knew

child never

his

ing to a

wooden

The

door.

without looking

at the

friends followed in silence,

She stopped before
" This was

cupboard.

my mothers's room, it is unaltered, just as she left it;
our father generally spends some time there on Sun-

has studied his lesson."
bitterly.

Professor begged the tutor not to disturb him-

days."
"

We

cannot allow you to lead us any further," said
"

the Professor.

our

cannot

I

you how painful

tell

regard to you to be.

position in

delicate intrusion

Forgive us

I feel

this in-

upon your privacy."

" If

They

returned to the main hall, where Use pointed

again, tried

it,

The Doctor

Up

knelt

down

and said despondingly, "Hollow, again."

Use ascended the

I

and the

A

girls."

the Professor, considerately;

"you

even

see

my

friend

there

view above; this, at least, you
She opened a door. " This
The friends stood on the threshold.

is

a fine

see," said their guide.

room."

Come in," said
dow you see the
"

With

great

Use, unembarrassed.

"

From

this

win-

road by which you came to us."
hesitation

did

these

men

of

refined

This also was an unpretentious
room; there was not even a sofa in it. The walls were
painted blue; at the window was a work-table and some
flowers; in a corner was the bed concealed by white
feelings approach.

mer

flowers

—the

old

indigenous plants of

gardens.

of
Vines climbed up the house, as far as the
everywhere
the upper story, and the green grapes
peeped through the bright foliage. A living hedge
separated the flower-beds from the kitchen-garden,
where, besides vegetables, there were hops climbing up
high poles. Further on a large orchard, with a fine

lawn, sloped

There was nothing
be seen here; the flower-beds were in

down

remarkable to

straight lines; the

fruit

able box and hedge

gaps.

The

into a valley.

friends

trees

were

stood in rows; the vener-

stiffly

trimmed, and without

looked back constantly over beds

and flowers to the house, and admired the brown walls

curtains.

The

back door led from the hall into the garden; the
flower-beds were edged with box, and filled with sum-

windows

abandons the search."

"But

you do not wish to see the house further,"
answered Use, with a look of gratitude, " I will gladly
take you into our garden, and through the farmyard.
Father will not be pleased if I withhold anything from
you."

staircase.

here live

" Here, then, our curiosity comes to an end," replied

my

we

the adjoining room, and opened the door:

he doing to-day?"

out the stone slab on the step.

is

often look in that direction

has been on his travels and

the cupboard in the wall," she said sorrowfully, point-

his

Franz,

little

pocket.

must

our road into the external world," pointed

troublesome task, and

Only

self, and the progress recommenced through the bedroom of the boys, and of the tutor, and again through
The
the storerooms, the ironing and wardrobe rooms.
Doctor had long since put his memorandum book in his

"

is

"we

urchin, seven years old,

places.

use of the interruption quickly to find in his

something

That

mother; and once when he dreamt of her, the
other children maintained that he had changed her into
me, for she wore my dress and my straw hat. This is

performed a tiresome duty,

a rosy-cheeked, curly-headed

remained

"

out Use;

others remained stand-

at the

ing straight, staring fixedly

grown

rose with

Hans, a sturdy boy, twelve years
fectual attempt at a

a pleasing

repose.

will

Clara, a girl of fourteen, almost

youthful

was succeeded by

yet this disappointment

to

children

COURT"

walked immediately to the window, and
looking out saw the little churchyard and the tops of the
oaks, the small town in the valley, and the rows of trees
behind, which ran in curved lines up the height where
The Professor fixed his eyes on
the view terminated.
How much in a few hours
the old wooden church.
had his tone of mind altered! Glad expectation was
followed by the seeming frustration of their hopes, and
friends

showing through the soft foliage of the vine,
the stonework of the windows and gables.
"In the time of our forefathers it was
residence," explained Use,

"and they used

But
every year to hunt.
wood back there belongs

now
to

to

as well as

a Prince's

come here

nothing but the dark

him.

In

it is

a shooting

box, where the head forester resides. Our Prince seldom comes into the district. It is a long time since we
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we

have seen our dear Sovereign, and

like

live

poor

orphans."
" Is he considered a good ruler?" asked the Pro-

COURT.

laborer
classes,

"

We

that he

do not

is

know much

Many

good.

he once breakfasted

child,

about him

in

;

we

but

when

years ago,

believe

was yet

I

a

our house, because there

when I see what the agricultural
common with the so-called educated

of another race; and

fessor.

"

has

in

feel painfully that

I

And whose

fault

me

best attire, and there will be

hot cheeks in the kitchen."
the fruit

a clear-toned bell sounded from the farmyard.
That is the call to dinner," said Use. " I will take
you to your room; the maid will show you to the
trees,

"

dining-room."

The

friends found their valises in the visitors' room,
after

summoned by

proprietor

knock at
There the

was awaiting them, together with
officials of

and the children.

tutor,

half-a-

the farm, the Mamselle, the

When

they entered, the pro-

spoke to his daughter in a window-niche; the
daughter probably gave a favorable report of them, for
he came toward them with unclouded countenance, and
prietor

said

in

abrupt way, "

his

He

tell

forgotton manuscript which was written by an educated

man

in a nation that

has passed away.

who

But

I

ask what

speak the same language

as

you, are of the same race, and live near you, gained by
the learning that you have acquired for yourselves
and small numbers of wealthy people of leisure? When
you speak to my laborers, they do not understand you.

I

hope you

will put

up with

my

If you wished to speak to them of your learning,
farm hands would stand before you like negroes.
that a sound state of affairs?
I tell you, so long as

we

lasts,

" If

a gentle

the door, and conducted into the dining-room.

dozen sun-burnt

I

if

all

While they were walking peaceably among

and were shortly

amiss

it

ignorance and sttibborness which suryou in our country people. You yourselves, for
example, make a long journey, in order to find an old

have millions of men,

its

not take

as little as the

again this year to hunt.
old house must put on

little."

you, as a simple man, that this high cultivation pleases
prises

he stops with us again the

too

retorted the host, " hut that

Do

of the educated classes?

much

it is

is it,"

was no convenient place at Rossau. Then I was surprised that he wore no red mantle; and he patted me on
the head, and gave me the good advice to grow, which
It is said that he will come
I have honestly followed.
If

711

Is

this

are not a well-conditioned people."

your words are meant

as a

reproach to

my

vo-

answered the Professor, "you are unjust; for we
are now actively employed in making the discoveries of
cation,"

That much more
But at

the learned accessible to the people.

should be done
all

in this

direction,

very small

These

general.

circle,

on the souls and

visible influence

scientific

do not deny.

investigations, even

periods serious scientific

intelligible to a

I

when

have exercised an
lives of the

develop

investigations

in-

people

in

the

those

language, give certain tendencies to thought, gradually

them by their names, and adding, "two
Every one
learned gentlemen from the University."

evolve customs, ethics and laws according to the needs

our fare."

then introduced the strangers

to

present, calling

chair, placed according to his station

stood behind his

and age.
next

The

proprietor took the head of the table,

him Use; on the other

side

Doctor; then on both sides the farm

the

Professor and

officials, after

them,

Not only

of every age.

practical inventions and

surely will not

seem

man

own

about

forms

his

his

less
life,

important to you, the ideas of
the

regards tiuth and falsehood,

Little

is

;

Silently and zealously each one fell to; only at the
upper end of the table was there any conversation. The
friends expressed to the proprietor the pleasure which the

house and

its

surroundings afforded them; and the host

laughed ironically
walls of the house.

when the Doctor praised the thick
Then the talk rambled on to the sur-

rounding country, and the dialect and character of the
" It has struck

" with

what

me

again to-day," said the Professor,

suspicion the peasants regard us city folks.

The)' regard our language, manners, and habits as those

in

which he per-

— for

all this

each one of us

indebted to the erudition of the nation, no matter
interest he

little

And
fire,

let

me

may

how

take in the various investigations.

use an old simile.

Science

is

which must be incessantly maintained

like a great
in

a nation,

and steel are unknown to them. I am one
of those whose duty it is constantly to throw new logs

because

flint

into the great fire.

It is

the task of others to carry the

holy flame throughout the land, to the villages and
cottages.
Every one whose object it is to diffuse the
light, has his rights,

and no one should think meanly

01

another.''

"

There

is

some

truth in that," said the host thought-

fully.

" If the great fire does not burn," continued the Professor,

peasantry.

manner

duty toward others, the feeling with which he

the Mamselle

and the girls, the tutor and the boys.
Franz approached his seat at the lower end of the
table, folded his hands and monotonously pronounced a
Then all the chairs were drawn forward
short grace.
at the same moment, and two maids in peasant costume
brought in the dishes. It was a simple meal a bottle of
wine was placed between the strangers, the host and
his family drank only beer.

in-

what

creasing wealth are facilitated by them; but also,

"the single flames could not be spread.

And,

me, what most strengthens and elevates an
honorable man of learning in the most difficult investi-

believe

gations,

is

the unshaken conviction,

which

is

confirmed

"
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by long experience, that his labors will in the end conThey do not always
to the benefit of mankind.
help to invent new machines nor discover new plants

duce

they are nevertheless effective for

for cultivation, but

when

all,

they teach what

true and untrue, beautiful

is

and ugly, good and bad. In this sense
millions freer, and therefore better."

the)'

make

see at least

I

minutes longer

went

pleasant conversation.

in

it

Then they

room, where coffee w-as prepared.

into the next

Use poured

while the proprietor from

out,

his

seat

scrutinized the unexpected guests.

"

The Professor set the empty cup down and began:
Our task here is ended, and we have to thank you for
But

a hospitable reception.

once more reminding you
"

Why

"You

—

I

do not

like to part

without

have had a long journey to-day; you will not find

town or

the villages near any tolerable

in

lodging, and, in the pressure of the harvest, perhaps not

Pray be contented

even a conveyance.

we

night here;

to pass

the

have, besides, to resume our conversa-

morning," he added, good-humoredly, "and

tion of this

am anxious to come to a good understanding before
we part. Will you accompany me for a while into the
I

where

field,

my

presence

is

required?

When I ride to
my place. In

the distant part of the farm, Use will take
the evening

we

have

will

the Doctor

praised, above

a little rational talk together."

two

all,

appeared that he had admired the

it

and the proprietor smiled upon him be
the entrance to the farmyard a groom
brought a riding-horse, a powerful black, with strong
horses,

best

At

nignantly.

limbs and broad chest:

the Doctor

stroked the horse's

a heavy weight," he said,

"and need

"I am

He swung himself heavily

into the saddle,

off his cap, said, "

We

the road through the

The young

am

to escort

you

this

and rider look,

stately did horse

"

meet again

a strong animal."

and, taking

And

evening."

they trotted along

as

field.

lady expects you," said the

groom

;

"

I

to her."

"Have we made any

progress or not?" asked the

Doctor, laughing, and taking hold of his friend's arm.

"A

struggle has begun," answered the friend seriouslv,

"and who can say what will be the result?"
Use was sitting in an arbor of honeysuckle in the
It was a pleasant
garden, surrounded by the children.
The
sight to see the young fair-haired family together.
girls sat by their sister; the boys ran around the arbor
playing, with their afternoon luncheon

should you go?" interrupted the proprietor.

either in the

when

galloping browns,

neck, and the proprietor examined the straps.

by your words," said the host, " that
vou hold your vocation in high esteem; and I like that,
for it is the characteristic of an honest man."
This conversation produced a pleasant frame of mind
The Inspector rose, and in a moment all
in both men.
the chairs of the farm dignitaries were pushed back,
and the children and most of the party left the loom.
Only the host, Use, and the guests sat together for some
"

barns, and

in

their hands.

formed faces, as like each other as
blossoms on the same tree, yet each developing itself at
a different period of life, from Franz, whose round
child's head resembled a blooming bud, to the beautiful,
full-blown face and figure that sat in the center, brightly
Again were
lighted up by the glancing rays of the sun.
friends
excited
by
the
appearance
of
hearts
of
the
the
sound
of
her
voice,
as
she
tenderly
maiden
and
the
the
scolded little Franz because he had knocked the bread
and butter out of his brother's hands. Again did the

Seven

fresh, well-

children

suspiciously

stare

at

but the

strangers,

the

Doctor ignored the ceremonial of

first

acquaintance by

The friends readily agreed to this proposal. The
men walked through the field engaged in genial
conversation.
The Professor was interested to see the
large ears of a new variety of barley, which grew very

surprised, and the children laughed aloud at his round

densely, and the proprietor spoke thoughtfully of this

eyes looking so frightened

three

new

They stopped where

species of corn.

Then

were busy.

proprietor, after

The

sheaves.
lected

shocks,

the overseer handed his report to the

which they crossed the stubble

the

to the

proprietor glanced quickly over the colthe

industrious

horses in the harvest
interest

the laborers

people, and the patient

wagons; the friends observed with
between the master of the

intercourse

property and his subordinates and laborers; the short
orders and pertinent answers; the zeal and cheerful
aspect of the

number

working people when they announced the

of the sheaves,

and acting

in unison.

respect for the

On

their

all

well-behaved, hard-working,

They

man who

returned with a feeling of

ruled his

little

way back they stopped

which were gamboling about

in

a

to

domain

so firmly.

look

the foals

meadow

at

behind the

taking

Franz

by

the legs and

placing him

shoulders, seating himself with his rider in the

The

little

lad sat for

his little legs.

some minutes on

to

his

arbor.

his elevation quite

at the stranger's

head between

But the laughter of the others gave him

courage, and he began to

and

on

pummel

lustily

with

his legs,

rrandish his bread triumphantly round the locks

of the stranger.

Thus

the acquaintance

was made;

a

Doctor went with the children
himself to be chased, and
garden,
allowing
through the
between the flowercrew
shouting
trying to catch the
few minutes later, the

beds.

you like, we will go where you can have the
best view of our house," said Use, to the Professor.
Surrounded by the children they walked along the
A winding footpath ran
road that led to the church.
strip
of meadow bordered
where
a
bottom,
down to the
dell they ascended
this
deep
From
bubbling
brook.
the
some hundred steps. Before them rose from the copse
" If

:

THK
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huge rock; they passed round it and stood by a stone
The rock formed the portal and walls of a cave
which penetrated about ten paces into the hill. The
ground was level, covered with white sand; bramblea

laborers

grotto.

from

bushes and wild roses hung

them grew

the midst of

hung with
ers

down over

thick blossoms like a

its

plume of red

The

over the rocky arch of the grotto.

showed

old wall on the side

the entrance; in

bush of willow-rose;

a large

it

feath-

trace of an

that the cave had once

do not

us, as

13

like to

my

pass

But they conceal

it.

this

father cannot bear superstition."

The dwarfs are evidently not in favor with you,"
answered the Doctor.
" As there are none, we ought not to believe in
them," replied Use, eagerly. "Men ought to believe
"

what
say

the Bible teaches; not in wild beings that, as they

the village,

in

Lately an old

through the wood

fly

woman was

ill

a

in

in the

night.

neighboring village,

been a refuge either for the oppressed or the lawless; at
the entrance lay a stone, the upper surface of which had

no one would bring her any food, and they disgrace-

been smoothed for a seat;

poor

in

the obscure light of the

background stood a stone bench.
" There is our house," said Use, pointing over the
valley to the height where the gables rose behind the
of the garden.

fruit trees

" It

The

from the twilight of the cave
into the bright light of day, on the stone house and the
trees which stood below it.
is

quiet in the

wood," continued Use; "even

the voice of the birds has ceased
nests for the harvest fields,

they have

;

their

left

where they congregate

murmur,

Use.

A

stream runs over the stones below," explained

"Now

it is

scanty, but in the spring

much water

from the hills. Then the sound of the rushing
water becomes loud, and the brook courses wildly over

the stones;

it

covers the

valley, and rises

weather

this

is

up

meadows below,

to the

fills

a pleasant resting-place for us

whole

the

But

copse-wood.

warm

in

all.

When

bought the estate the cave was overgrown,
the entrance choked up with stones and earth,' and it
was the abode of owls. He had it opened and cleared."
The Professor examined the cave with curiosity, and
struck the red rock with his stick.
Use standing apart
watched him with troubled look. " Now he is beginfather

It is all

The Doctor had been clambering outside the cave
He now freed himself from Hans,
who had just confided to him that there was among the
alder

bushes

the

empty

nest of

a

mountain

" This must be a wonderful place for the legends of

the country," he exclaimed, with delight; "there cannot

be a more charming

home

for the spirits of the valley."

" People talk absurd stuff about

with a tone of disapprobation.

"

rejoined

it,"

They

say that

Use,
little

dwarfs dwell here, and that their footsteps can be perceived in the sand, yet the sand

my

the

it,

This

noted

woman

idle talk

down

is

the dwarfs

dissatisfied at Use,

who,

the rear of the cave, resem-

in

" She does not object to sly Jacob,
blind father

by putting kid skins on

fairy lore

distasteful to her."

He

is

who

his

deceived his

arms; but our

Hans

put his tablets up again and went with

The

to

father.

Professor had, with amusement, observed the

was

first

brought here

Nevertheless, the people are frightened,

and when evening comes the

women

and children of the

friend; but

Use turned

to

him,

saying:

"I am surprised that your friend takes note of such
stories; it is not right, such things should be forgotten."
"

You know

himself does

that he

not

believe

in

What

he

"

them," answered the Professor, in excuse.
For
searches for are only the traditions of the people.
nation
our
whole
these legends originated in a time when
believed in these

He

the Bible.

they do

spirits, as

now

the teachings of

collects these reminiscences in order to

what was the faith and poetry of our ancestors."
The maiden was silent. Then after a time she said

ascertain

" This also, then,

"It
" It

is,"
is

is

connected with your labors."

replied the Professor.

good

you," continued Use," for your

to listen to

from ours. Formerly when
like a book, I thought
speaks
it was said of any one, he
doubt that this is the
is
no
but there
it was a reproach
pleasure to listen."
one
gives
correct expression, and it
eyes she looked
open
large
Thus saying, with her
of speech

is

different

;

from the

titmouse.

by

of

bled a legendary figure.

mode

old stone," she exclaimed.

with the children.
thick

he looked

but

speaking from the dusk

ning his search," she thought.
"

tablets;

secret vexation of his

collects

my

The Doctor had meanwhile

gurgling of

the

like

water," said the Professor.
"

When we first heard

in

the titmouse.

hear a gentle

I

could change herself into a black cat and

danger of dying of starvation.
therefore wicked."

in

flocks."

"

was

in his

friends looked

" All

woman

injure the cattle.

so near that a loud call

is

would be heard here."

her sickness because they thought the

fully rejoiced in

in

interior of the grotto at the scholar,

entrance

the

leaning

against the

who

stone,

stood

brightly

lighted up the rays of the sun.

" There are, however,

many books

that talk badly,"

"and nothing tires one
from living mouths."
book-wisdom
so much as lengthy
" Yes, yes," acquiesced Use. " We have an acquaintWhen she
ance, a learned woman, Frau Rollmaus.
the
sofa, and
on
herself
places
she
visits us on Sundays,
answered the Professor, smiling;

begins

a

discnurse with

my

father.

He

cannot escape
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which way he will, she knows how to pin
him down by talking about the English and Circassians,
comets and poets. But the children discovered she had
a cyclopedia for conversation, from which she gathers
and when anything happens in the country, or
it all;
the newspapers make a noise about anything, she reads
in the cyclopedia what bears upon it. We have procured
the same book, and when her visit is impending, we
Then the
think over what subject is then uppermost.

The

her, turn

joyous troop surrounded them both, and they

proceeded further into the valley.
It was evening when they returned to the house
where the proprietor was already awaiting them. After

strangers gave an account of their tour, and told the last

news from the world; and then there was conversation
on

and Use rejoiced that her father and the

politics,

agreed so well on the subject.

strangers

children look out and read this beforehand, Saturday

cuckoo on the house clock proclaimed that

evenings; and our father also listens and himself looks
at the book, and the next clay the children are delighted

they separated with a friendly good-night.

that father vanquishes the lady

by means of her

book; for our book is a newer edition, and has
events in it of which she knows little."
"

So Sunday

is

the time

when we

own
new

The housemaid

we meet

" But there

tinued Use.

neighborhood; and

Yet the

men from

much

own

we

are

exertions,"

said

the

to

Professor,

The little that I have seen on the estate here
me how beautifully life can thrive, even when far
"

kindly.
tells

removed from the noisy bustle of the world."
" That was a friendly speech," exclaimed Use. " But
we are not lonely here and we do interest ourselves about
;

When

the country people, and about the great world.

come

the neighboring proprietors
is

said about the farm,

Then

of.

there

is

and amusing subjects are talked

our dear Herr Pastor,

who

tells

us

about things in foreign parts, and reads the newspapers

by

that are taken

my

them

applications in

father with us.

from

his savings, but

Hans,

as the eldest,

up the money, and

down
uted.

the

initial

Then

when each

good

and each gives

in

They

are not such simpletons as they look," said

"

What

he said of the great

right," he repeated, " and that about our

was

little

The younger would

right.

also

Good- night, father." The daughter rose and fol" Do the strangers
lowed her father to the door.
remain here to-morrow, father?"
"

"

Hum,"

remain

dinner

for

See

the farm.

They will
show them over
"

host, meditating.

the

said

at all

events;

that

you have something nice for

I

will

dinner."

"Father, the Professor has never
pig," said the daughter.

in

his life

eaten

young

" Use,

what

are

My

you thinking of?

pig for the

"No,

the accompanying letter he sets

cannot stand that; be content with your poultry. Stop!
Just hand me the volume of the encyclopedia lettered

name

T,

and has the right

to

of each that has contrib-

own
this

initial.

want

to read

up about

" Here, father;

Often a wrong

vexes the children."

I

exclaimed the proprietor.

" See!

maus.

See!"

I

stranger."

him with innocent confidence.
not a stranger to me; I saw you

{To

Half knowledge

the

is."

Frau Roll-

is

be continued.)

worse than ignorance.

Macaulay.

Flowers never emit so sweet and strong a fragrance
Beauteous soul! when a storm ap-

as before a storm.

proaches thee, be as fragrant as a sweet-smelling flower.

—Richter.
Foolish
is

men imagine

times delayed,

but

it is

that because

delayed, there

alone, here below.
at

it

Good-night."

evil thing

at

I

that fellow."

know where

said the father, "just like

the distance they heard the cries and laughter

child's grave."

do the strangers please

pack

looks for his

are

How

up Use?

sake of Tacitus!"

be with a feeling of heartfelt gratitude for the manner
in which you have so honestly spoken of your happy

You

bedroom

night, Use."

afterwards there comes a printed receipt,

Use looked

the

have made a good schoolmaster; and as for the tall one,
by heaven it is a shame that he has not worn jack-boots
these four years; he would be a clever inspector. Good-

his mite

who were returning with the Doctor
from their excursion. The maiden rose, the Professor
approached her, and said with much feeling:
"Whenever my thoughts revert to this day, it will

"

still

was
governments

ofthe children,

life to a

After a short time the

room and took

And

collects,

of the

his

the host, pacing to and fro.

there are

our father gives abundantly.

one has been printed, and

From

And when

for contributions to serve a

object, the children are liberal,

"

word

to visit, not a

came from

What,

fire

which come

lighted the strangers to their bed-

" Well, father," said the maiden, gently.

have a

to

faithfully."

best thoughts are those

their

week," con-

ten,

you ?"

intercourse in the

pleasant thoughts behind,

them

grateful and preserve
"

not

we sometimes chance

if

who leaves some

visitor

often during the

the

was

candle from the table.
"

is

When
it

on a chair with her hands folded on her

sat

looking silently before her.

lap,

here," said the Professor.
" In winter

Use

room.

proprietor

can win honors

The

supper the elders passed another hour together.

sure as

is

no

Judgment

judgment for an

justice,

but an accident

for an evil thing

is

many

some day or two, some century or two;
life, it is

sure as death!

Carlyle.

.

